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Preface

In 1954 Doctor-Engineer Fritz Fischer ac-
cepted me, in effect, as his student for a brief,
intensive training in Swiss forestry; my in-
struction included visiting with him and dis-
cussing samples of his work in the Swiss-Ital-
ian lake district near Bellinzona, in the city
forest of Schaffhausen of which he was for
several years the forstmeister (forest mana-
ger) at the Great Falls of the Rhine, and in the
Swiss Forest Experiment Station near his
home in Zurich. In addition to valuable fores-
try knowledge, I gained deep respect for this
sturdy, highly intelligent, dedicated forester
so energetic, so hard-working, so practical.
Consequently, I knew that Dean W. F. Mc-
Culloch had chosen well in selecting Fischer
as the 1960 visiting professor for the School
of Forestry at Oregon State College.

In 1914 Fischer was born in a village not
far from Lake Lucerne, near which in the year
1291 freedom-loving men of the forest can-
tons joined in signing the Swiss Declaration of
Independence. In this village Fischer's family
has held citizen rights for more than 500 years.
In 1937 Fischer received his diploma as a for-
est engineer from the Swiss Forest School in
Zurich. In 1938 and 1939 he continued his f or-
estry training in obligatory practice as assist-
ant to two district foresters, one in the low-
lands and one in the mountains of Switzerland,
so that in 1939 he was awarded the certificate
of eligibility for a higher professional rank.

During the period 1939-1942 he was assistant
to the professor of silviculture at the Forest
School and at the same time studied for his
doctoral degree. From 1942 until 1945 he was
forstmeister of the Schaffhausen city forest.
In 1945 he was appointed to specialize in for-
est genetics in the Swiss Forest Research In-
stitute, attached to the Federal Institute of
Technology in Zurich, which also includes the
Swiss Forest School. In 1950 he received a cer-
tificate authorizing him to teach in the Insti-
tute. He is now in charge of the silvics section,
one of the three sections of the Forest Re-
search Institute, and also teaches forest genet-
ics in the Federal Institute of Technology. In
1950 he visited the United States to study
chestnut blight and its control, for chestnut is
the most important species south of the Alps in
Switzerland. In 1955 he again visited the
United States to study and collect high eleva-
tion species for use in Switzerland.

In central Europe Fischer is known for his
work in provenance and in applied forest gen-
etics. He worked under the late Professor
Schaedelin, probably the outstanding silvicul-
turist of his time. Fischer has said to me, "I
consider it my duty to interpret the ideas of
my worshiped instructor. One of Schaedelin's
leading ideas was to search for characters in
young trees by which to forecast their quali-
ties when grown to commercial size; trees with
character indicating unwanted qualities should



be weeded early from the young stand to allow
their superior neighbors to develop; this ob-
tains stands of high-grade trees for later thin-
ning. Working as a tree breeder I am trying
to follow such a line. I am interested in ecology
in its widest sensean ecology where man has
his place too. In my lectures in Oregon I am
trying to give an insight into the historical-
economic forces which formed the present-day
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Swiss forests and which formed the leading
hypotheses of silvicultural management, which
itself economically has to be based on the idea
of sustained yield."

It has been a rare treat to forestry faculty
and students at Corvallis to have Fritz Fischer
as 1960 visiting professor. It is good for the
rest of us to have his lectures available in this
book.

David T. Mason, Chairman,
South Santiam Educational
and Research Project Committee



IT
is an old human belief that one's own f am-

ily or race is better than the neighbors
(Dunn and Dobzhansky 1959). More modern
and even more unfortunate is the belief that
one's own nation is better than the neighbors.
It is not an uncommon attitude of European,
especially middle-European, foresters to be-
lieve that their achievements stand at the top
of presently possible forestry development.
Such an attitude fails to take account of the
very long period during which forestry grad-
ually arose in Europe. In other regions, fores-
try is of much more recent date.

In the sense of systematic, planned man-
agement of forests covering large areas, fores-
try in middle-Europe also is actually a recent
development, beginning only with the birth of
the modern states. Exceptions from this state-
ment prove the general rule. The rise of mod-
ern national governments, which allowed the
beginning of forest policy and hence forestry,
occurred as late as the time of Napoleon I,
1769-1821, or shortly before. A century-old
economic system began to deteriorate during
the 1800's. In fact, most of the new nations
found their forests in an absolutely deplorable
state, and quick action became necessary. It is
still admirable how thoroughly and efficiently
the situation was remedied. Naturally, such
tasks had to be done without theoretical knowl-

Introduction
edge. The urgency of the moment led, quite
obviously, to empirically based action. Forest
research could not start before a certain na-
tional stability had been reached, and it is only
natural that research as an applied science in
its beginnings had to be based upon practices
already established.

The objective and independent observer
easily will be able to discover evidence that in
many respects European forestry itself is far
from scientifically based knowledge, that on
the contrary much of this "knowledge" still
bears the marks of presumption or even preju-
dice. This unfortunate fact is only partly due
to human deficiency. Trees and forests are
relative to human scales of an entirely differ-
ent life cycle; they are not, as is so often
stated, "slow-growing." For their physical and
commercial maturity trees need to be measured
in time periods far greater than is true for
most other species.

It is possible for every unbiased observer
to realize these facts. Therefore, objectivity in
the evaluation of our true knowledge is pos-
sible without difficulty. There is no need of
and no place for believing in one's superiority
above others.

The little that European forestry may be
able to contribute to American forestry most
probably lies in the field of careful use of de-



creasing timber resources, which quite soon
may become smaller too for North America.1
It is obvious, comparing the relatively short
North American forest history with European,
that the developments are convergent, and aim
toward a similar or even identical point.

As one of Europe's best silviculturists once
wrote, we try to learn from the past so as to
reach a better understanding of the present;
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the most complete understanding of the pres-
ent is of greatest importance in order to fore-
see the future. In this sense the past and the
present of middle-European forestry may help
in the effort made, especially in the Pacific
Northwest, to develop a well-based forest
policy.

1 "The Next One Hundred Years in Forestry," School of Forestry,
Oregon State College, Corvallis, Oregon, 1959.
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1. General Features of Switzerland

Switzerland, a small country in the very
heart of Europe, may be considered, without
danger of great exaggeration, representative
of middle-European forestry. Surrounded by
four countries, France, Italy, Germany, and
Austria, whose importance on historical and
cultural developments of the western world
is generally known, Switzerland has been
subject throughout its history to manifold
influences. Forestry is not an exception. On
the other hand, Switzerland itself has taken
an active part in more modern developments
in forest management. It is not entirely by
chance that this influence lies quite distinctly
in the field of silviculture.

Geographical Features
With total area of 10,202,000 acres, Swit-

zerland is, as stated, even for European condi-
tions proportionately a very small country,
corresponding to a two hundred and fortieth
part of Europe (Oregon's total area is
61,641,000 acres). Situated nearly in the cen-
ter of west Europe, Switzerland often is
named as the roof of the continent. The Al-
pine watershed marks the sources of the river
systems of the Rhine, flowing to the north,
and of the Rhone, flowing to the Mediter-

ranean Sea. Other rivers contribute to the
Danube, (Black Sea), the Po, and the Etsch
(Adriatic Sea).

Switzerland is the highest country of
Europe, its average height above sea level
being about 6,200 feet. The highest point is
the Dufour-Spitze in the Mount Rosa group
in the southwest corner of Switzerland, 15,209
feet high. The lowest point, the surface of the
Lago Maggiore (Big Lake) in the south of
the country is 633 feet (the famous resort
Locarno is situated on its shore, known
through a series of peace pacts signed there
in 1925 by Germany and six allied nations of
World War I). The east-west length of the
country marked by the Lake of Geneva in the
west (1,240 feet above sea level) and the Lake
of Constance in the east is 211 miles; the
length north-south is only 136 miles. Since the
Alps are betweenthe well-known Gotthard
Pass is situated on the axisa journey in this
direction nevertheless takes time. The main
entrance from the north is Basle. Large chemi-
cal industries like CIBA, Geigy, Hofmann-
LaRoche make this old university town famous
all over the world. Another important charac-
teristic is given Basle through the navigability
of the Rhine from here to the North Sea (Rot-
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terdam), the only existing access to the oceans.
Situated on the south entrance is Chiasso.

With this situation, Switzerland is not only
the continental divide but, what is more im-
portant, the continental crossroad. This is one
of the significant reasons for the birth of
Switzerland as an independent nation. The
surrounding countries are Germany to the
north, Austria and the dwarf-country Liech-
tenstein (same money and same customs as in
Switzerland) to the east, Italy to the south,
France to the west and northwest. Each of
these nations in historical retrospect was
interested in keeping the very important trade
routes in possession of a neutral power.

Switzerland's frontiers of 1,555 miles are
at least partially marked by various fairly
strongly pronounced geographical characteris-
tics. The Jura Mountains almost along the
north-northwestern border are predominately
calcareous. They rise to a height of 5,000 and
more feet. The south and southeast of Switzer-
land is dominated by the Alps and the south-
erly pre-Alps and foothills. The east and west
borders are given by the Lake of Constance,
the Rhine river, and the adjoining Alps; the
west boundary is the Lake of Geneva and the
Alps. Thus, the geographical sections from
north to south, beginning with Jura, are the
lowlands (also named "plateau") embedded
between the Jura and northerly pre-Alps;
northern pre-Alps; Alps; southern pre-Alps.

The Jura area can be subdivided into two
main groups. (1) The Falten-Jura is formed
by a series of mountain ridges running SW-
NE and is divided by several valleys with ap-
preciable areas of land at 2,400 to 3,000 feet.
(2) The Tafel-Jura forms a high plateau. The
lowlands or plateau stretch across the country
west to east and are embedded between the
Jura, the lakes of Constance (E) and Geneva
(W) and the northerly pre-Alps. They form
the most fertile part of Switzerland and are
therefore the most thickly populated. The

lowlands are penetrated by many rivers, all
flowing out from the north and causing a
relatively mild degree of hill and valley forma-
tion. The valleys generally tend to be at 1,200
to 1,500 feet altitude, the hilltops at 2,100 feet,
occasionally reaching 2,700 feet.

The northerly pre-Alps are dominated by
three principal types of landscape: (1) the
Nagelfluh areas (Tertiary conglomerate); (2)
the rugged calcareous formation, rising to
7,500 feet; and (3) the Flysch districts char-
acterized by Eocene sandstones, marls, and
shales, heavily metamorphosed. Each of these
landscapes has its own characteristics. The
Nagelfluh area, in which harder and softer
geological strata alternate, is generally charac-
terized by its terrace-like formations. The hard
layers, comparatively resistant against erosion,
form the steep parts, the soft layers form the
terraces. The forests are often reduced to
small bands on the sloping sites. The calcar-
eous formations are mostly rough and steep,
formerly sites capable of bearing forests,
where erosion had already softened the slopes.
The Flysch districts, due to the softness of the
rocks, form a well-rounded but seldom really
steep landscape. Marls and shales here tend to
heavy soils that over large areas are poorly
drained. Heavy rainfall is common in these
regions, and often causes severe floods. Due to
the softness of the rocks, erosion happens sud-
denly and severely. Some of the most feared
torrents of Switzerland are to be found within
the Flysch districts. On the other hand, the
relatively low gradients encourage clearing of
forests for the creation of pastures. Depending
on the special soil characteristics, reforestation
of certain sites in many cases meets almost in-
surmountable difficulties.

Many of the peaks of the northern pre-
Alps are famous viewpoints because they are
situated some distance from the Alps and high
above the lowlands. Especially renowned are
the Saentis, the Rigi, the Pilatus, and others.



Americans usually are familiar with the Rigi
because Mark Twain wrote one of his amiable
works about his adventures on and up this
mountain.

The Alps dominate the southerly third of
Switzerland. The principal geographical fea-
tures of the area are the three great longitud-
inal valleys, those of the Rhone (Valais) open-
ing to the west, the Rhine opening to the east
and north, and the Inn (Engadin) generally to
the west. The center area of the two largest
valley systems is situated near the Gotthard
niassif. Since the main valleys to the south and
the north are also centered to the same district,
the outstanding importance of this subpart of
the country is easily comprehensible.

The main chains of the Alps are rocky and
massive, rising to 12,000 feet altitude and
more. The greatest mass elevation is reached
in the eastern part of Switzerland (the Gris-
ons) where, in a commonly observed charac-
teristic of such mass elevation as in Colorado,
timberline climbs to its highest elevation (max-
imum 6,600 feet).

To the south, the southerly pre-AIps and
foothills provide a transition to the low lying
Po Valley and the Lombardian Plain in Italy.
These pre-Aips are topographically more uni-
form than their counterparts in the north. Gen-
erally speaking, the former represent a grad-
ually dropping slope, subdivided and carved by
a rich system of uncountable valleys.

Geological Features

Three main geological formations are rec-
ognizable, as referred to in the foregoing
section.

The Jura area is principally formed from
calcareous rock (MaIm-Dogger-Lias-forma-
tion). The typical ridges were formed at the
end of the uplifting of the Alps at the close of
the Tertiary period. The beginning of the Alps
uplifting dates back to the end of the Mesozoic
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era. Upheavals were followed by long periods
of erosion and sedimentation. Influenced by
the formation of various kinds of Mesozoical
and Cenozoical lakes and seas, the lowlands
were developed. During the last upheavals of
the Alps farther to the south the entire stratum
was strong enough to push the Jura zone
against the old autochthonous (formed in situ)
crystalline rocks of the Black Forest of south-
west Germany and the Vosges Mountains
(northeastern France), thus forming long,
wave-like ridges. The Molasse bank itself
stayed relatively uninfluenced with the excep-
tion of the portion nearest the Alps. Three
great sheets may be distinguished: the (1)
Helvetic to the north; (2) the Pennine (Lep-
ontine) to the south; and (3) the eastern
Alpine.

The Quaternary period was more impor-
tant in developing the present state of the
lower slopes of the Alps, pre-Alps, and low-
lands. With only a few exceptions the whole
area was covered by glaciers four times. Mo-
raine residues cover the underlying rocks for
the most part. The glacial periods are respon-
sible for a great many of the present typical
features of Switzerland. The most striking is
the abundance of lakes.

Basically, the Alps and the pre-Alps are of
the same nature as other great mountain
chains of the world, those of the Pacific Coast
of North America, the Cordillera, and the Asi-
atic high mountains. The soil and rock cover-
ings are generally complex, often associated
with obvious major translations of rocks from
one part of the area to another, and with mul-
tiple overlayerings of one sort of rock above
another. The base areas of some of the sheets
mentioned are 90 miles from their probable
beginnings.

Within the Alps and what geologically is
considered as belonging to the Alps, the fol-
lowing principal original formations are
recognizable.
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The autochthonous crystalline rocks
of the central Alpine massif may be compared
with the massifs of the Black Forest and Vos-
ges Mountains. These rocks appear in the
Gotthard as well as in the Aar and Mont Blanc
group and are the only remaining ancient
rocks of the Paleozoic-Permian era.

The Helvetic sheets to the north are
sedimentary rocks, chalks, limestones, and
breccia.

The Pennine (Lepontine) sheets to
the south, as for example, in the Niesen, (near
Reichenbach, Kandervalley) in the Valais,
and the lower Engadin, are quartzite, dolo-
mite, breccia, gneiss, and slate. The Niesen
chain is an example of Flysch.

The eastern Alpine sheet is a forma-
tion which has been displaced to a greater ex-
tent than any other. Sometimes it has been
forced over the top of both sheets mentioned.
The rocks are carboniferous conglomerates,
shales, breccia, and dolomite.

Climate

As in geographical features and geological
formation, the Swiss climate is far from uni-
form. Extending from the 46th to the 48th de-
gree of latitude it is generally mild. The pre-
vailing Atlantic winds coming from south to

GEOLOGICAL TIMETABLE IN SWITZERLAND

Eras Developments

Recent Glaciation covering lowlands as well as
Pleistocene mountains

Tertiary Pliocene End of the upheaval of the Alps
Miocene Formation of the Jura chains
Oligocene Deposition of moraine in the lowlands
Eocene

Mesozoic Cretaceous Beginning of the upheaval of the Alps
Jurassic Formation of deposits in the Jura lakes
Triassic Formation of deposits in the Alpine lakes

Paleozoic Represented only by the Permian autochthonous central Alpine massif

southwest emphasize the climatic character;
they bring warmth and humidity. On the aver-
age, therefore, Switzerland has a mild climate
with fairly high precipitation. Nevertheless,
the hilly or mountainous topography causes
great variations in the degree of local expo-
sure and hence a great diversity in local
climates.

The Alpine watershed marks the division
between the central European and the Medi-
terranean climatic areas. The Atlantic influ-
ence decreases slightly eastward across Swit-
zerland but no parts of the country are ex-
cluded from it. The cooling of the air in east-
ern Europe in winter can cause long and stable
periods of high atmospheric pressure. A south
wind (the foehn) is responsible for specific
climatic disturbances and pecularities. This
wind is driven up against the south face of the
Alps due to differences in atmospheric pres-
sures between south (Mediterranean region)
and north. It causes rainfall on the south side
of the Alps although the air pressure is high,
while a warm and desiccated air stream falls
down the north faces, thus warming and caus-
ing clear weather on this side, despite the low
pressure of an Atlantic depression which ac-
tually should cause cloudiness and rainy
weather. This comparatively local wind is re-

Table 1. THE

Main formations Periods

Quaternary



sponsible for some rather peculiar features of
vegetation and adds to the many-faced climatic
conditions.

PRECIPITATION

In general, Switzerland has moderately
high precipitation, but, as stated, a large varia-
tion is to be expected. The lowest precipita-
tion, 22 inches, is found in the middle part of
the valley of Valais in the southwest corner of
Switzerland. The particular geographical fea-
tures of this valley are responsible for this
special case. The deeply embedded valley lies
between high mountains. The Matterhorn and
other high peaks are situated in the south;
after a long east-west flow they turn sharply
to the north, thus cutting out winds from the
west. This is one of the few parts of Switzer-
land where artificial irrigation is needed, and
its history goes back to the 13th century. Rich
agricultural productivity here is concentrated
on grapes, berries, fruits, and vegetables. The
country is able to export some of its surplus,
mainly strawberries, raisins, and wine. The
highest precipitation is measured on the Saen-
tis, an isolated peak in the northeast with
nearly 100 inches.

For the geographical sections as described
earlier in Chapter 1, the total amount of pre-
cipitation per year is:

Jura 40 to 56 inches
Lowlands ..30 to 48 inches
Northerly
pre-Alps 56 to 76 inches

Alps 24 to 56 inches and more; us-
ually lower in the central
part of great mass eleva-
tions

Southerly
pre-Alps 48 to 80 inches

The mountain ranges of the pre-Alps to
the north, as to the south, obviously catch
most of the precipitation. The winds are
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forced to climb over them, are cooled, and lose
their moisture. This common phenomenon is
especially observable in the Jura chain, which
lies more or less at right angles across the on-
coming winds from the west and northwest.
The relatively low precipitation of the central
sections of the Alps, and consequently their
more continental climate, is the cause for the
elevated timberline compared with that of the
border mountains, which have a more oceanic
climate. The permanent snow cover begins
about 7,400 to 7,500 feet in the eastern part of
Switzerland, 8,500 feet in the south, and 9,000
to 9,600 feet in the central part of the Alps.
Timberlines usually lie 2,400 feet lower than
the permanent snow cover. The snow cover, of
course, does not remain static. The average
rise and fall of the snow border may be repre-
sented as follows: January to March-1,500
feet; April-3,000 feet; May-4,500 feet;
June-6,000 feet; July-7,500 feet; August-
7,500 to 9,000 feet September-7,500 feet; Oc-
tober-5,000 feet; November-3,500 feet; and
December-1,500 feet. The snow cover in the
lowlands is generally reckoned to last 40 days
in an average year.

The distribution of precipitation, of course,
is not uniform but there are very few really
dry months. Throughout every geographical
section in Switzerland the summer precipita-
tion surpasses that of winter. In certain years
rainless months may occur during late winter
or early spring. The forest fire situation is
therefore nearly harmless.

TEM PERATURE

As to be expected, the mildest parts of
Switzerland are situated in the south. Lugano,
one of the towns of the Italian speaking part,
averages 52° F., and Locarno, even somewhat
more. In the lowlands, most of the shores of
the many lakes also have a mild climate, as
Montreux with 50° F., Geneva 49° F., Neu-
chatel 48° F., Zurich 47° F., Lucerne 47° F.,



Elevation

Average temperature precipitation

Year January july Year Summer 'Winter

feld
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as an average over the whole year. Often, the
compensating effect of lakes is sustained by the
local south wind, the foehn. Chur, the capital
of Grisons, the largest mountain canton of
Switzerland, is situated about 1,800 feet above
sea level and is surrounded by great mountain
chains. Its average temperature over the year
is nevertheless 47° F. and excellent vineyards
are maintained.

Many more special climates could be de-
scribed. As can be expected, the local climate
is affected mostly by special geographical fea-
tures. Exposure to the south or to favorable
wind streams, barriers against cold winds

from the east and the north, accumulating
temperature effects of lakes, and such consid-
erations are responsible for a mosaic-like pat-
tern in this field.

The decrease of temperature with increas-
ing height is 1.09° F. (0.56° C.) in summer
and 0.83° F. (0.46° C.) in winter per 300 feet.
These figures, of course, only indicate trends.
In winter during long and stable periods of
high atmospheric pressure there often occurs a
temperature inversion comparable to a great
cold-air lake. The lowlands then are clouded or
in fog while the higher elevations have warm
days under a cloudless sky.

Table 2. METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR SOME SELECTED OBSERVATION STATIONS

Location

Feet F° F° F°

Average

Inches Inches Inches
Lowlands

Frauen 1,300 47 30 64 35.3 21.8 13.5
Sursee 1,540 47 28 65 40.6 26.4 14.2
Berne 1,750 46 28 65 26.3 21.6 14.7

Jura
Olten 1,200 48 30 66 39.5 23.3 16.2
Neuchatel 1,480 48 30 66 37.0 20.8 16.2
Geneva 1,230 49 32 67 33.8 18.5 15.3
Basle 845 49 32 76 32.6 19.9 12.7

Pre-Aips
Saentis 7,600 28 16 41 95.6 58.6 37.0
Glarus 1,450 46 28 63 53.8 33.9 19.9
Engelberg 3,100 41 9 54 67.4 44.9 22.5
Rigikulm 5,420 34 24 50 65.9 48.3 17.6
Lucerne 1,370 47 30 65 46.4 31.1 15.3

Southern foothills
Lugano 840 52 34 70 66.8 41.6 25.2
Locarno 690 53 35 71 75.2 46.5 28.7
Bellinzorja 685 52 35 72 66.6 42.6 24.0

Alps
Davos 4,750 36 19 54 35.5 22.1 13.4
Arosa 5,600 37 22 52 49.1 31.2 17.9
Bevers (Engadin) 5,200 34 14 53 32.7 21.0 11.7
Zermatt 4,900 37 20 55 25.8 13.5 12.3
St. Bernhard 7,550 29 16 44 49.6 27.0 22.6



Within the forested area of the world, the
history of forestry mostly, or maybe always,
strongly depends on the history of coloniza-
tion. Therefore, generally the history of for-
estry is likely also to be the basis for under-
standing the history of law and economics.

Until the end of the fourth century the
Romans were the actual rulers of the region
of Switzerland. They lost control during the
fifth century to the Burgundians and Germans.
It is presumed that nowadays the inhabitants
represent the descendants of these ancient
nations where the older, Celtic race is inter-
mixed. No one worries about such a question
in Switzerland since a state should be, or is,
more an idea than a purely physical organiza-
tion.

The Romans kept up communication with
their mother country by means of artistically
and ingeniously built roads and Alpine passes.
All of these passes are still in use, often fol-
lowing almost the same tracks. Visitors to
Switzerland should remember this fact if they
are traveling into the Engadin following the
Julier Pass. Roman influence is also easily
recognizable in the name of many cities today.
Genava - Geneve, Lausonium - Lausanne,
Aventicum - Avenches, Solodurum - Solo-
thurn (German), Soleure (French), Wind-
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onissaWindisch, TuricumZurich; Curia
RhaetorumChur (German), Coira (Ital-
ian). It is presumed that the country had a
moderately highly developed agriculture even
in early times. Along the Lake of Geneva and
in the Valais viticulture was introduced. The
valley bottoms where not swampy, and the
south-exposed mountain and hill slopes, were
under agricultural use. Evidences of these
developments are seen in ruins and graves
and other traces in this part of the country,
proving that the forests were already cleared
off here. Significantly enough, remains of
Roman traces are not infrequently found in
forests too. Probably more would be found if
opportunities to look for them were better.

After the Romans left the region, in less
than one century it came under Frankish rule.
This was less a conquest than an absorption
into one organization. The Frankish regime
was a long and peaceful period. Its sovereign,
Charles the Great (Carolus Magnus), was of
particularly great influence. During his long-
lasting leadership a great many new settle-
ments were founded. Agriculture and com-
munication facilities became developed. Al-
though after the death of Carolus Magnus,
the Frankish empire split into three part-em-
pires, peaceful conditions endured, at least for
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the region within which today's Switzerland
is situated. Colonization went on until the end
of the 13th century and began also to reach
the higher elevations where the clearing of
forests was started. Out of the old parish
registers it is known that most of the present
parochial villages already existed in those
days. The main clearing of forests slowly
ceased in the 14th century and stopped in the
15th century.

Looking back, it may be imagined that the
original homesteading after the Roman time
must have proceeded in approximately the fol-
lowing manner. One family, more often two or
more, settled in a certain place, clearing the
land and manufacturing the necessary timber
for buildings on a loosely cooperative basis.
Especially the Germans, it is said, liked a free,
independent living style, based on an almost
self-supporting economy. They also preferred
single farms or small groups of farms widely
scattered, some of which developed later into
villages or even into towns. The Burgundians,
contrary to the Germans, preferred to settle
in larger groups.

In relatively recent times an effort was
made to establish differences in behavior of
human races out of such characteristics of set-
tlement. But in fact these settlements were re-
stricted into their specific areas either by the
ancient forest boundaries, or by scanty water
supply. Therefore, statements attempting to
relate behavior to location are not more than
wild hypotheses inasmuch as they are more or
less guesses without any real possibility of
proof. With increasing population, the number
of single settlements grew, as well as the
cleared area around the previous groups of
settlements. For the sake of mutual security
and help in case of war, the settlers organized
themselves within certain geographical boun-
daries, giving themselves their own legal order
and legal remedies.

Outside the housing area of a given settle-

ment and beyond the open land the forests re-
mained in public ownership for the purpose of
common pasture. Such areas until recently
were called "allmend" (probably composed of
"all" and "mend," words with the same mean-
ing as in modern English). The ailmends were
fenced off from the central part, the housed
area, of the colony. On the outermost circle,
beyond the pastured area, began the uncleared
forest. Often it was maintained not alone for
the purpose of providing timber, but also as
a kind of barrier against enemies. The later,
more restricted organized corporation, rose
from such originally loosely united settlements,
which worked on an unrefined sort of coopera-
tion. With increasing population the old form
of cooperative organization often underwent
gr.eat changes. But the basic idea, almost to be
called a basic political law, persisted over the
centuries and in recent times became freshly
invigorated. Further development proceeding
in this same direction gives preference to com-
mon ownership for grazing land, Alpine for-
age, meadows, and forests. The basic charac-
teristic of such ownership is recognizable
throughout the country, independent of geo-
graphical regions. This idea finds acceptance
in the modern Swiss civil law act. Paragraph
699 says that common use of forests and pas-
tures shall be allowed for everybody.

Persistence of the more than 600-year-old
original organization may be exemplified in
just one more case. The canton of Un, well
known because the northern side of the Gott-
hard Pass runs through it, still is formed of
two corporations; one covers all th.e communi-
ties to the north, the other those in the direct
vicinity of the pass. The organization of both
is strictly based on cooperative principles. The
right to use forests and forage depends on the
number of so-called teilrechte, or defined units
of utilization, owned by a given settlement
(community) making part of the corporation.
Newcomers are members of the community



but not members of the cooperative. In certain
cases the membership may be bought. The en-
tire body of the cooperative decides about lo-
cality, kind, and size of utilization units.

In the year 1291 by closer joining of three
such cooperatives, the nucleus of Switzerland
was formed. It consisted of the three states or
cantons around the Lake of Lucerne, more ap-
propriately named the Lake of the Four For-
ested Cantons. Those original cantons were
Un, Schwyz, and Unterwalden, soon after-
ward joined by Lucerne and its surroundings.
From the canton of Schwyz the name of Swit-
zerland derives, and the old battle insigne of
Schwyz led to the present national flag.

Most of the communities of Switzerland
had a similar development out of the original
cooperation. In most cases the character of
this communal organization persisted to a dif-
fering amount and is, as to be expected, pre-
served in its purest form mostly for forest
ownership. There were other developments of
communal ownership, of course. Many towns
got hold of forests or other land by purchase
or by gift. One of Switzerland's best known
forests, the Sihlwald, a city-owned forest of
Zurich, was bought, or rather received as a
kind of bribe, in 1426. Monasteries became
owners of forests in the same way, mostly at
the time of dissolution of the Frankish empire.

The further development and maintenance
of political independence was decisively regis-
tered in the victory of ancient Switzerland
over the so-called Austrian army, consisting
of nearly the entire nobility of the Hapsburg-
ian kingdom. The defeat of the noblemen,
mostly young people, was almost annihilating.
Probably much of European history was in-
fluenced by this battle of Sempach in the year
1386. Principally, it was an attempt to estab-
lish feudalism in the central region of present
Switzerland, a development that became more
and more important elsewhere in Europe. In
war history the battle of Sempach is of some
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interest because it was the defeat of an "arm-
ored army," attacking the wrong place at the
wrong time.

Due to rising feudalism, the original coop-
erational communities disappeared. Ownership
went over to certain families or tribes, monas-
teries, or parochial organizations. This feudal-
istic ownership often persisted up to the pres-
ent day in Germany, parts of Austria, and
Italy. The kings' forests were named "forst,"
and a forst in old times meant specifically a
forest, or rather an area, in single ownership
for special use, such as hunting. Such areas in
some cases later became the property of free
towns such as Zurich, or monasteries, or were
owned by the small nobility.

The diminution of forests due to coloniza-
tion and homesteading, even in comparatively
early days, forced the enactment of restrictive
measures. One of the best known examples
was the creation of protective forests in which
any timber use was strictly prohibited. In the
canton of Un the forests became scarce chiefly
in the vicinity of the Gotthard Pass itself. The
traffic over this shortest communication be-
tween north and south of the continental divide
grew considerably during the 12th century.
The fact that the forest above Andermatt (Un-
seren Valley, upper part of canton of Un) be-
came strictly protected in 1397 illustrates how
far deforestation already had gone.

It is not possible to follow here all the in-
teresting fluctuations of forest history. There
were times, as during the great plagues, that
the forested areas reexpanded. The two great
plagues in the 14th and the 17th century (30-
year war) were the most destructive pandem-
ics known in human history and in many places
eradicated half or more of the population. It
is said that the plague in the 17th century left
only one tenth of the initial population of Ger-
many. But it is true, too, that after such events
the population grew even more quickly and for-
est protection became more and more urgent.
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In Switzerland such needs arose in the 16th
century. After the defeat of the army of an-
cient Switzerland near Marignano (Lombardy,
Italy), the country ceased to be the great
power of middle-Europe, as she had been in
fact for more than 200 years. Since then, Swit-
zerland has tried, mostly with success, to avoid
every international struggle. Meanwhile the
population kept increasing, whereas in Ger-
many, the 30-year war (1618-1648) a reli-

gious war, with all its consequences, again
temporarily reduced the population. Therefore,
severe timber scarcity did not develop in every
part of middle-Europe at the same rate and at
the same time. But nevertheless, timber deple-
tion expanded almost everywhere from the
late 17th century on with increasingly harmful
results. Between about 1680 and until some
decades before the French Revolution (1789)
there was a kind of political numbness. For
example, it is known that one of the worst
famines in Switzerland happened in 1694 and
the leading people did not try even the slight-
est measures to check it in any way. Forest
utilization, despite a lack of forestry as we
know it today, was multiple-purposed in the
fullest sense of the word. In the mountains,
grazing and lumbering for fuelwood was as
extensive as possible. Every corner, even on
barely suitable sites, was grazed. In the wood-
lands, most of the broadleaf stands often re-
sembled more a partly stocked pasture than a
pastured forest. The stands, in addition, were
cut for fuelwood and construction timber.

The fruits, acorns, beechnuts, and wild
fruit trees were important and contributed
substantial quantities of animal and human
food. It is difficult today to grasp a full under-
standing of the kind and extent of ancient for-
est utilization. Not earlier than 1750not
more than 200 years agodid the potato be-

come widely utilized as a crop. And even then,
the greatest influence of the best men was nec-
essary to introduce and propagate this new

crop. It is nearly impossible to imagine what
food supply conditions really were. Corn was
unknown, as were the highly developed varie-
ties of ceareals. Rye, barley, oats, and millet,
were all low yielding. Adequate agricultural
machinery was lacking; also lacking were suffi-
cient bases for proper fertilization and rail-
roads to distribute fertilizers. Hence, the car-
bohydrate basis of nutrition, both for people
and animals, was unbelievably low.

This explains why there are written re-
ports from France in 1709, dealing with a kind
of bread made from flour of acorns Gross-
man (1932). The normal use of acorns was that
of hog food, and it is known that the number
of hogs permitted to forage in the woods was
prescribed strictly for every household. Beech-
nuts were used for producing oil, as well as
for animal food. It would be an exaggeration
to say that only the radical change of the basis
of food supply, due to the introduction of the
potato, made the French Revolution possible.
There was certainly enough political unrest to
set this event in motion. But it is most prob-
able that the successful maintenance of im-
portant revolutionary ideals principally was
made possible by individual self-sufficiency.
Such independence had to rely on an individ-
ualistic, as opposed to the cooperative, eco-
nomic basis. In turn, this was not possible as
long as agricultural production was rudi-
mentary and low, depending on communal
work and a community-regulated order of
cultivation.

In the same period of political stagnation
(between about 1680 and 1798), economically
characterized by the term "mercantilism"
(overemphasizing the central ruling power),
there occurred the first attempts to create a
better legal basis for forestry. Duhamel de
Monceau (1700-1781) is a characteristic ex-
ponent of this period of beginning forestry.
The first effects of the French Revolution were



to make the condition of the forests even worse
than before. The old, strictly ruled organiza-
tions rapidly split up without being immedi-
ately replaced by a new, and what is more im-
portant, an experienced organization. In many
a case the previously communal forest was dis-
tributed to members of the cooperative. In
other cases, communal property was made
communal to excess; everybody took what he
needed and even uprooted a piece of woodland
if wanted.

Appropriate agricultural tools were still
lacking and fertilizing was not yet developed
or practiced because traffic and commerce were
still at a very low level. Soon after the potato
became generally introduced potato diseases
followed. This made general conditions of use
of accessible land even worse, if possible.

Forest conditions were at the lowest possi-
ble point in the second half of the 18th century.
That is true as a general average for the whole
of middle-Europe though it is, of course, self-
evident that many exceptions occurred. The
Napoleonic wars had decimated all of Europe.
In addition to war and its consequences, the
impact of the new and revolutionary ideas hit
society, its organization, and natural resources
alike.

(1) It was mentioned above that a new
uprooting and land clearing period started.
Culture of the potato, to an intensity hitherto
unknown, lack of experience, lack of appropri-
ate tools and fertilizers were responsible for
severe potato diseases (Phytophthora). Culti-
vation was possible only on newly broken soils,
primarily therefore, forest soils. First in
France, later in other parts of middle-Europe,
the idea of liberation led the people to take
over the now ownerless governmental forests.
It has been estimated that within the four
years from 1789 to 1793 more than 8 million
acres of forest in France were cleared, or at
least clearcutand this in a country that, like
other European countries for a long prior per-
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iod, had been heavily overpopulated, relative to
the economic possibilities of those days.

(2) With the revolution, the mercantilistic
economy was replaced by the system of free
enterprise. Instead of a state with very strong
centralized power and paternal domination of
the individual, unlimited freedom became the
ideal. This extreme idea of freedom denied
the state any opportunity whatever to regulate
industry, craftmanship, agriculture, or fores-
try in a proper and sound manner. The free-
doni principle was overexaggerated and the
consequences were especially unfavorable on
forests. There still was practically no forestry
practice worthy of the name. Many of the an-
cient governmental forests were sold, particu-
larly in Austria, France, and Germany. In
Austria 2 million acres were sold out of about
3.9 million during the period. In France be-
tween 1840 and 1870 nearly 900,000 acres of
governmental forests were sold and in addi-
tion clearings continued to be carved out until
nearly the present century. It can be proved
that 2 million acres of private and community
forests were changed to agricultural land. In
Germany such losses were smaller, as one
critic writes, less due to more intelligent ad-
ministrative behavior than to the fact that no-
body could afford to buy forests. On the other
hand, already on the scene were the subse-
quently famous foresters G. L. Hartig (1764-
1837) and H. Cotta (1763-1844), who ex-
erted a strong influence on the fate of the for-
ests. Both men at the very same time became
founders and most important promoters of the
rise of forestry in middle-Europe, and even
were of deep influence on France. It was the
need of the times that challenged men.

In Switzerland, after a comparatively
short time of disorganization the splitting up
and distribution of communal forests was
stopped. Governmental forests in the federal
sense did not exist, and cantonal property
rights in their forests were saved.



(3) Development of a large international
network of railroads became the great salva-
tion of forests, though such a contribution in
the beginning of the railroad era (1850) was
hardly to be expected. The consumption of
wood for railroad ties and fuelwood was
heavy. By 1860 Switzerland already possessed
a railroad network of about 750 miles that had
consumed 4.3 million cubic feet of ties plus an
annual fuelwood consumption of 8.5 million
cubic feet. The international extension of rail-
roads made possible the hauling of practically
unlimited quantities of coal at cheap rates. In
the mountains, small and ineffective iron and
other metal foundries were entirely based on
charcoal. These now disappeared since the man-
ufacturing of metals could concentrate in re-
gions with large supplies of coal and ore be-
cause the transport of manufactured products
was now made possible. The same development
led to the shipping of natural fertilizer deposits
(such as guano) and the manufacturing and
shipping of synthetic fertilizers. Agriculture
quickly developed and no longer had to rely on
forests for grazing, use of litter, and so on.

It is easy to understand from these facts
that the development of forestry was not due
to one single reason, but was rather a process
of long duration. And it is evident that the
long period of ancient forest utilization which
was nothing else than a part of agriculture,
left its mark on site conditions and therefore
on stands.

The State and the Citizen

As already mentioned, Switzerland devel-
oped gradually out of the three original states,
which were themselves organized on the prin-
ciple of a cooperative. These states were rather
loosely united by a system of treaties. In the
evolution of so-called ancient Switzerland,
which at the time of the French Revolution
covered practically all the present cantons, a
real central government was never formed.
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Representatives of the cantons met if necessary
at certain locations. More than once, internal
differences led to separated groupings of some
of the states, sometimes ending in civil wars.
Such segregation happened for example dur-
ing the Reformation period and for the last
time in 1847. This last civil war, which pre-
ceded the foundation of the present Swiss na-
tional state, was indeed minor, causing only
one casualty.

Out of the original system of treaties
evolved a new and thoroughly democratic con-
stitution. The national state, formally consti-
tuted in 1848, did not take over all the inde-
pendent responsibilities of the original member
states. In fact, this independence was reduced
only to the minimum extent decided necessary
for the effective survival and maintenance of
central government. The whole organization
of Switzerland stayed federalistic although
less so than during the foregoing centuries.
The political development has much in common
with that of the United States.

The Swiss federal government is responsi-
ble for internal and external security, foreign
affairs, the post, the greater part of the rail-
way system, part of the military organization,
and some of the modern parts of industrial and
social legislation. The executive (the Bundes-
rat) consists of a committee of seven, forming
a so-called collegial cabinet. The president
changes every year after a fixed term. The
legislative assembly comprises two chambers,
the national councilone representative for
every 24,000 inhabitants in each canton, and
the Staenderat (like the U. S. Senate), with
two representatives from each canton. The
highest judicial authority is the federal court.

The cantons, each with its own govern-
ment, possess the maximum degree of internal
freedom. They administer their internal af-
fairs as required with respect to tradition and
special habits, languages, and the like. For ex-
ample, the cantons raise the taxes. The form



of organization varies widely from canton to
canton, as to be expected.

The communities, formed in most cases
out of the old cooperative units, are the small-
est but the most important units of govern-
ment. They are organized in quite differing
fashion according to local usage or preference.
There is usually some special reason for the
particular form adopted. In different ways the
old cooperatives survived the struggle through-
out the years, mainly during the rapid changes
of technical revolution, marked by the French
Revolution. The new development demanded
new forms of organization. Therefore we find
other communal organizations involved in a
great many of the present "political" commu-
nities. The political community comprises the
community of inhabitants; therein may he in-
volved a community of ancient citizens, the
pioneer families who have lived within the
community for several hundred years. There
may be involved a parish community often
larger than the political community. There
may be involved a school community. All these
social forms may have a different organization
and, of course, varying descriptions. But all
have one thing in common, they are local self-
governing groups, free to declare the law by
which they will be governed insofar as it can
be left to their own choice without public dis-
order resulting. It is not far wrong to say that
Switzerland is a free union of about 3,100
communities, as well as of 25 cantons.

The rights attaching to Swiss citizenship
are also built up in a three-layered fashion,
paralleling the three levels (community, can-
ton, federation) of political organization. The
citizenship of a community to which a citizen
belongs and of his native canton are both in-
herited, irrespective of where he was actually
born. Community and canton give social secur-
ity in case of death of one or both of the par-
ents or for other reasons which lead to impov-
erishment and need of help.
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Complicated as the form and structure of
the whole organization seems to be, it is never-
theless not transplanted from elsewhere but is
a self-evolved organization, living vigorously
and not at all static. In every possible case this
structure allows the most suitable association
of individuals, ensuring each person the maxi-
mum freedom of choice. This constitution is
almost certainly the basic reason for the gen-
eral political stability of Switzerland. It has
effectively prevented any great expansion of
centralized power and thereby prevented mis-
takes of national government, which, be-

cause of the general dissimilarity of Swit-
zerland's population, would be of catastrophic
consequence.

The extent of individual freedom might
best be illustrated by some examples of a citi-
zen's rights. Every citizen of age has the right
to vote at national elections and at the can-
tonal and community elections of his own dis-
trict. Unlike most other forms of democratic
government the Swiss voter can vote directly
on various specific propositions, for instance
on tax proposals by the central, the cantonal,
or the local community government (federal
taxes being in most cases indirect). Apart
from the right to vote on regulations issued
by the authorities, there is also the right of ini-
tiative. A vote can be demanded by a sufficient
number of citizens on matters already existing
in law; or on matters regarded by a certain
group of citizens as necessitating introduction.
The right of referendum ensures that the citi-
zenship will be consulted on all significant mat-
ters. For certain purposes, as changing the
constitution, the referendum is obligatory. In
other cases the vote can be demanded by a
large enough number of citizens. The general
principle is therefore to make every citizen di-
rectly responsible for all matters in some way
or other considered as belonging to his political
life. This is, after all, basic in any organization
or association of human beings.
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In a great many communities and still in
five cantons, matters at issue are put to direct
vote, which means that all citizens are called
together to one place, where matters are
openly discussed and voted by hand.

Ever since the 16th century, when Switzer-
land lost her position as one of Europe's great
powers, foreign policy has been based on the
fundamental concept of international neutral-
ity. (The terms neutrality, neutralism, and
neutralized have to be carefully considered and
separated.) Switzerland will sell her freedom
only very dearly. This, as it is generally under-
stood, can be achieved only by an adequate
military force without reliance on alliances
with foreign powers. The Swiss army is firmly
based on universal military service. An un-
usual feature of Switzerland's military organi-
zation is that everyone liable to military serv-
ice is responsible for keeping personal military
equipment, his rifle, or today a machine-gun,
and his ammunition in his own home.

The highly differentiated and strongly mul-
tileveled political system, guaranteeing every
community an autonomous government, is the
most important reason for a similarly differen-
tiated forest organization and forestry prac-
tice. Middle-European forestry trends in many
respects found a kind of synthesis in Switzer-
land. From the early days neither the central
government nor the cantons had power enough
to require specific methods of forestry by de-
cree. It may even be stated that certain ideas
developed abroad, were amplified, and re-
turned to their original countries by way of
Switzerland.

The Population

The resident population of Switzerland
reached 5 million in 1959, of whom 300,000
were resident aliens. In addition, there is a
seasonal influx of at least 200,000 workers
from neighboring countries, mostly from Italy.
In 1850 the population amounted to less than

half of today's number. The population density
varies enormously from one geographical sec-
tion to another. The lowlands form the prin-
cipal residential district with a density of 310
persons per square kilometer (or 250 acres).
The most sparsely populated areas are in the
Alps. The population in these districts is slowly
dwindling away or concentrating in larger set-
tlements, such as resorts, within the Alps.
Whereas in 1850 about 154,000 people lived in
towns larger than 10,000 inhabitants, there
were in 1947 about 1.9 million in towns of this
size. More than a million people live in the five
largest cities of the country: Zurich, 430,000;
Basle, 200,000; Geneva, 166,000; Berne, 160,-
000; Lausanne, 116,000. Some of the incre-
ment of the towns is due to incorporation of
surrounding villages, but the drift of popula-
tion to the cities is strong.

There is no uniformity about either the
languages or the religions of Switzerland. Lin-
guistically the populations can be analyzed as
follows: 72% German speaking, 21% French
speaking, 6% Italian speaking, and 1%
Rhaeto-romaine (Romansch) speaking. All
these four languages are officially recognized
as national languages in the appropriate dis-
tricts. In the parliament the three main lan-
guages are spoken and simultaneously trans-
lated. All official forms, money, and the like
always are printed in at least three languages.
The Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich
is the only federal university, all others being
cantonal universities; there are no private
ones. Certain basic courses are given in two
languages at the Institute. Reports, disserta-
tions, and examinations use all three main
languages.

For most of the languages, especially Ger-
man and Italian, the generally recognized
tongue is used for writing, educational pur-
poses, and often for public speaking, yet al-
most all personal conversations are carried on
in one of the many dialects. They may differ
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quite considerably from written German or
Italian. Thus the first language to learn on
entering grade school is the generally recog-
nized tongue of the region. Depending on the
district this may be almost a new language.
The borders of languages are distinct without
any zoning. Where this border goes through a
town both languages are spoken.

HISTORY

Religionwise the population is divided as
follows: 56% Protestants, 42% Roman Catho-
lics, and 2% other religions.

Religious and language borders do not nec-
essarily correspond. There are prevailing
Catholic or Protestant cantons, but in many
cantons the main religion may change from
district to district.



Distribution

Productive forest occupies about 25% of
the total area (2.6 million acres) of Switzer-
land. The equivalent average figure for the
continent of Europe is said to be 28%, for
North America 36% (Table 3, pages 26 and
27). The forests are, of course, quite unevenly
distributed. About half of Switzerland's for-
ests are situated in the pre-Alps and Alps.
Large and uninterrupted areas are to be found
in the Jura. The most productive areas are
those of the lowlands and the lower pre-Alps.

The present distribution of forests has not
changed substantially since the 14th century.
But as noted in Chapter 2, until the beginning
of the 19th century the forests in every respect
were much more a part of agricultural land
use than of proper forest use per Se. There are
exceptions, such as some city forests and pri-
vate forests (belonging to single owners, not
to cooperatives) where timber production,
both fuelwood and construction wood, was
preponderant over agricultural use. But gen-
erally the forests were used as much as possi-
ble for multiple purposes. After 1876, when
the first federal forest law was proclaimed,
the forest area grew steadily. In addition to

3. The Forest Area
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the act of 1876, which says that forest areas
must be maintained, changes in the general
economic situation contributed a great deal to
the increment of forest area. The rising trade
and exchange of goods in the world, in corre-
lation with highly improved communication,
indirectly relieved population pressure on the
available land. The improvement of agricul-
tural methods, mostly due to better equipment
and abundant fertilizing, made unnecessary
the use of less suitable or inaccessible land.
The federal forest law made it possible to en-
courage forestry developments financially by
paying grants for afforestation.

The fact that 50% of forests are found in
not easily accessible topographic areas makes
clear how important it has been to develop ade-
quate silvicultural systems, management meth-
ods, and logging practices. If forests of the
Jura are also considered as mountainous for-
ests, as they are in fact, the total amount of
mountain forests adds up to more than two-
thirds of the total forest area.

Within the heavily populated lowlands,
with an amount of forests per capita of only
0.27 acres, the outstanding importance of rec-
reational use is self-evident. Yet these same





Chestnut oreliardlike "forests" iii
southern Switzerland. These pictur-
esque woods are nOW (lying because of
chestnut blight, first recognized in
Switzerland in 1947.

Photo be E.A.F,V.

Typical Swiss lowland landscape (Canton
Berne). Jura Mountains in the background

Stvnair Iiot



Pioneer on the last frontier. Struggling Arolla pine (Pinus
cembra; stone pine) above actual timberline Timberline
depressed by extensive pasturing in previous centuries.

Photo b E.A F.V.



Alpine forests Avalanche-
plagued Dischma Valley near
Davos (Canton Grisons)

Photo by E.A.F.V.

Denuded landscape near the (;ottliard i'ass.
Reniaining forests are "ban-wadder' which
hecanie entirely protected by the 14th cen-
tury. Village in foreground is Andennati.

Swissazr photo.



So-called "stocked paslurL near Sils, Enalin (Canion
Grisons). The tree cover will be maintained, hut tiT11hr
iroduction is of secondary interest. The species are larch
and Arolla pine. In Switzerland, this spceini form of lan'l
use nowadays is found only in high mountain regiou.

PJ'c, by E.A.F.V.



Sihiwaki hear Zurich
mixed hardwood stand
(beech, ash, maple), Re-
generation is started by
the use of a modified
feniel-cotip system.

Photo by E.A.F.r.

Pre-Aips in eastern Switzerland. All available
farmland is in use. Forests occupy only sites
where no oilier crop can he cultivated.

Swissoir photo.



The new Swiss Federal Research Station at
Birmensdorf near Zurich In use since summer
1958

Photo b E A.F V

Very slowly rejuvenated
forests become plenter
like but have to be classi-
fled as femel-coup for-
ests The unevenly-aged
condition of the forest
will not be maintained.

Photo by E A F V.
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areas are the most productive, and therefore
the question arises, how to reconcile high
commercial production and extensive recrea-
tional use.

Ownership

The development of the present ownership
pattern can be understood only by studying
forest history. The modern federal state,
formed as an end product out of a history of
about 600 years, owns little forest. With na-
tionalization of the railroads, some forests
formerly belonging to private railroad com-
panies became the property of the federal gov-
ernment. The experimental forest of the
School of Forestry at the Federal Institute of
Technology was bought from a cooperative
and therefore became a federal forest. Addi-
tional pieces of forests were bought or had to
be bought in connection with military training
centers. The federal government never pro-
moted an active land acquisition policy, well
aware of the distinctly three-layered basic po-
litical organizationthat is, community, can-
ton, central government. The federal govern-
ment, on the contrary, encouraged the reincor-
poration of private land into community own-
ership, paying grants for purchase and
reforestation.

State or cantonal forests are mostly to be
found in cantons, where after the Reforma-
tion or during the struggle after the French
Revolution landholdings of monasteries or of
certain cities were turned over to cantonal
ownership.

The bulk of ownership clearly is in com-
munity forests. As already pointed out, there
exist many different forms of communities,
and often several kinds of communities are
packed one within the other. There are cooper-
atives with a strong private character, cooper-
atives of pioneer citizens, cooperatives with en-
tirely communal character, and so on. Yet the
different present forms of organization always

THE FOREST AREA

and in every single case go back to the old co-
operative organization of the first communi-
ties. Interesting evolutionary cases are the pri-
vate cooperatives. In many cases the communal
property became divided within the old time
families, in other cases they divided only the
value into a kind of share. The owner became
a stockholder, free to buy or to sell his share
but not having the right to split up or sell or
to use the holding for his own purpose. The
alienation of communal forest to private pur-
poses has not been allowed officially since 1872.
In practice all communities try whenever pos-
sible to buy forests, since the benefit of such
ownership is widely appreciated.

Within the privately owned forests two
categories may be distinguished. In certain
regions, where the colonization in old times
led no further than to personally owned fam-
ily farms, mostly widely scattered, forests in
early days became part of the farm. Both farm
land and forests were indivisible by heredity
rights. The heir always was the youngest son,
a really rare situation. Most of the present pri-
vate forests were formed during and after the
French Revolution, where the cooperatives
split up all the land, dividing it between the
participants. Through inheritance following the
normal civil rights, the forests (and agricul-
tural land) sometimes became split up to a de-
gree that began to prevent any normal fores-
try. Today it costs the owner, the communi-
ties, canton, and federation large amounts of
money to reaggregate such small lots into
workable units. The logging system has to be
coordinated so as to permit satisfactory man-
agement in the interest of economic yield. Fur-
ther subdivision is completely restricted now.

Switzerland is distinguished from any of
the middle-European countries by the large
proportion of public, especially community-
owned, forests. The political system of autono-
mous administration of the communities is
strongly correlated with forest holdings. Cer-



Of the total acreage in Oregon, 25,875,000 are commercial.
2 For example: schools, churches, public welfare agencies, hospitals, etc.

Remarks

Includes 510 acres forest of
the Forestry School

Of the 25 cantons, three do
not own forests

Of the 3,101 political com-
munities, 1,420 own forests
About 110,000 owners are
farmers

FOREST AREAS AND OWNERSHIP IN SWITZERLAND

Quantity Area
Kind of owner Forest area of owners per owner

Acres I Percent Number Acres
Confederation (central

government) 9,890 0.4 9,890

State (cantonal govern-
ment) 128,492

I
4.9 22 5,850

Communities and various2
kinds of cooperations 1,769,236

I
67.7 3,890 460

Private 706,706
I

27.0 120,000 6

Totals 2,614,324 100.0
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Table 3. LAND USE IN SWITZERLAND

Switzerland Oregon Remarks

Kind Acres Percent Acres Percent
Agricultural, including

Alpine pastures 5,183,000 51 31,380,000 51

Forests 2,614,000 25 30,261,0001 49

Nonproductive (rocks, gla-
ciers, roads, etc.) 2,405,000 24 Nonproductive from stand-

point of primary produc-
tion

Total 10,202,000 100 61,641,000 100

Inhabitants Number Number

Millions Millions

Acres Percent Acres I Percent
Jura (N-NW) 1,258,000

I
12 497,000 19

Lowlands (plateau) 3,256,000
I

32 810,000 I 31

Alps (S-SE) 5,688,000 I 56 1,307,000
I

50

Total 10,202,000 2,614,000

4.9 1.7

Forest Per capita Per capita

Acres Acres
0.53 18.0

DISTRIBUTION OF FORESTS AND POPULATION IN THE GEOGRAPHICAL SECTIONS OF SWITZERLAND

Forest
Geographical section Total land Forests Population per capita

1,000's
I

Percent Acres
810 I 17 0.62

3,200 I 64 0.27

890 I 19 1.45

4,900 0.53



Region

Forest acres

Total Accesihle 1n use

Percent

28
34
36
40
27
20

LowHigh

64
51

37
34

PERCENTAGE OF FORESTED AREA OF SOME EUROPEAN COUNTRIES (AS EXAMPLES)

Wo1LD FOREST RESOURCES (FAQ: RESSOURCES FORESTIERES MONDIALES, 1955)

tainly many of the communities could barely
exist without the forest. Often, predominately
in the mountainous region, the forest repre-
sents the only real source of revenue for com-
munal expenses. Such villages have a very
small tax base.

Autonomy and comparatively broad inde-
pendence in the past prevented any widespread
standardized forestry practices. The forest
and its owners were open to any ideas which
arose in the earlier days of forestry. Owners
were free to choose the system, treatment, or
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management they preferred and since they
were rather conservative, each of the new
ideas was tested carefully or even with dis-
trust. New trends and old habits became mixed
and so new kinds of systems developed. Para-
doxically it could happen that really new and
constructive ideas might catch hold even if of
foreign origin.

It must be said that there are two more fac-
tors besides the independence of the communi-
ties which helped the development of sound
forestry, based strictly on the principle of sus-

Millions Millions

Forested area

Millions

Europe 336 328 321
Russia 1,836 1,050 865
North America 1,621 771 548
South America 2,199 843 205
Africa 1,979 701 267
Asia 1,292 768 573

Countries Percentage

Moderately high Very low

Finland
Sweden
Austria
Yugo-Slavia

Germany
Portugal
Switzerland
Norway

France 21
Italy 20
Belgium 19
Hungary 12

Spain
Holland
Ireland
Iceland

28
28
25
23

10
7
2
1

Forest in use
per capita

Acres

0.73
4.45
3.45
1.23
1.23
0.49

27
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tamed yield: (1) forest legislation prohibiting
clear cuttings, derived from experience Swit-
zerland acquired the hard way; and (2) the
human factors of envy and competition.

Every community tries to be better admin-
istered and wealthier than its neighbors.
Every community tries to have "a better and
more beautiful" forest. The citizens feel like
owners, as they really are, and do not like dis-
paraging comments by citizens of surrounding
communities about their communal perform-
ance. This human factor, propelled by tradi-
tion and law, led to the synthesis of many of
the middle-European ideas about forestry in
Switzerland and to a certain extent to a return
influence on the forestry of neighboring
countries.

Ecological Conditions

Based on geographic and climatic features
four main zones are recognized which strongly
influence ecological conditions generally. They
are identifiable by the typical vegetative cover.

The hilly zone, reaching up to about
1,800 feet, is covered with a mixed broadleaf
forest with scattered conifers, white fir, so-
called Norway spruce, and Scotch pine.

The mountain zone, reaching to about
3,600 to 3,800 feet, is mostly cooler and more
humid and is covered by mixed beech and
white fir, as well as by an increasing amount of
spruce, depending on height above sea level.

In the sub-Alpine zone, reaching ap-
proximately up to 6,600 feet, sometimes more,
two distinct subzones may be distinguished:
(a) the sub-Alpine spruce zone, reaching up to
about 5,500 feet, which is covered largely by
pure spruce stands and by mixed spruce-
white fir stands, depending on elevation, soil,
and local climate; and (b) the Arolla pine
(Swiss stone pine)larch zone, forcing the
forest cover from about 5,500 feet up to the
timberline.

During the last three decades efforts were
made to classify the sites with the help of phy-
tosociological methods (Braun-Blauquet and
his fellow scholars). The attempt to provide
better knowledge of the probable natural for-
est association is understandable and the re-
suits so far are very valuable. Switzerland and
most middle-Europe areas since the ancient
Romans have experienced the heaviest human
influences; therefore, it is often almost impos-
sible to know which species might build up a
natural forest undisturbed by man. A true
sustained-yield forest policy must at least
partly be based on species which are fitted to
a given site, despite the past efforts of man to
eradicate the species from such sites.

Secondary to phytosociological investiga-
tions are found, as expected, the so-called cli-
max types of forest, distributed in accordance
with climatic zones. Exposure and the climate
correlated with it, local winds, like the foehn,
the great diversity of the underlying rocks de-
pending upon the complicated geological struc-
ture and varying grades on which root depth
mostly depends, all these influences develop
localities where the number of site types are
as checkered as a mosaic. Forestry has not fol-
lowed and cannot follow each special pattern
given by such conditions but has to take them
into account to avoid errors in establishing
stands. Such errors are hard to control once
a stand is started.

The more important forest types may be
described as follows:

(1) Oak-hornbeam forests, mixed with
maples and ash forests on usually heavier and
more humid soils and with an oak-birch type
of forest on well-drained soils. These forests
are generally found in the lowlands but tongue-
like outliers reach into the Alpine valleys. The
soils are Brown earth of neutral or nearly neu-
tral reaction and are rich in mineral com-
pounds. The fertility in oak-hornbeam forests
usually is above average. The total amount of



this type for Switzerland may be estimated up
to 20%.

(2) The beech forests (mountainous zone)
are located in the Jura as well as in the pre-
Alps. The slopes within this zone are steeper
than in the lowlands and are therefore often
less leached, as might be expected because of
the greater precipitation. On limestone rocks
the evolution leads to carbonate soils with a
tendency to Rendzinas. On sandstone and con-
glomerate rocks the climax soils usually pro-
duce Brown earths with a tendency to Podsols.
The beech forests are of a different evolution-
ary trend. Within drier valleys in the Alps,
valleys hidden behind an umbrella of high
ridges, or valleys within the influence of the
foehn-wind, the amount of pines increases. On
cooler and more humid sites the beech forest
often tends to mixtures with white fir and
spruce. On dry, highly permeable or sun-
exposed sites the tendency is toward pine for-
ests or chestnut-oak forests (as in the southern
pre-Aips) and seldom and only in small
amounts to pubescent oak forests. Beech for-
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est types cover about 40% of the timbered
areas.

(3) The large coniferous zone consists of
spruce-fir forests, pure spruce forests, and the
Arolla pine-larch forests. Higher precipitation
with simultaneously lower temperature and
free-draining soils derived from acid rocks
help to develop soils of Podsolic characteris-
tics. As the climate within the greatest mass
elevation acquires more continental character-
istics, the Arolla pine-larch forests become
predominantly rich with rhododendron and
vaccinium, as in the Engadin. These forest
types cover the remaining 40% of forested
sites.

The present stands, as already pointed out,
do not necessarily relate to the original native
forest types as one might suppose. Spruce, the
commercially most valuable tree, has been in-
troduced on large areas outside the proper
spruce range. The actual proportions of the
main species are approximately: 4. % Norway
spruce; 20% white fir; 10% larch, pine, and
other coniferous trees; 25% beech; maple;
ash; elm; alders and others.



4. The Economic Importance of

Forest Management in Switzerland
General

The forest economy is a part of the gen-
eral economy and can, therefore, be under-
stood only in its correlation to the latter. In-
volved in the importance of the forest, as gen-
erally accepted, is its protective influence. It
may be regarded as a weakness of capitalistic
economy that the value of protection cannot be
expressed in dollars and cents or interest rates.
These values are not calculable and it never
will be possible to estimate the value of a con-
dition which enables human beings to live
within a certain area. This significant fact
was fully understood first in mountainous re-
gions like Switzerland and adjacent parts of
Germany, Austria, Italy, and France with sim-
ilar conditions. Today the protective purpose
of forestry in all regions is a self-evident part
of forest management. It favors the general
economy and has in increasing amount created
a feeling of still greater need for protection
through forests and, therefore, creates sup-
port for forestry.

Recreation becomes more and more a part
of forestry. As a leading industrialist said not
long ago, it becomes true "that forests, even
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in their most artificial form always represent
a piece of primitive nature, allowing mankind,
living at a racing rate in over-crowded centers
of trade and industry, to recover from the
stress of modern life."

Trade and Industry in Switzerland

An idea prevalent among many foreigners
is that the Swiss are jolly peasants who milk
cows and entertain themselves with yodeling
or Alp-horning. However, such an idea is
about as wrong as some European ideas about
the U. S., that, for instance, from New York
to Hollywood singing cowboys are riding and
sometimes fighting over endless prairies.

In Switzerland until 1880 it was true that
more than half of the working people were
engaged in agriculture. Of the present 5 mil-
lion inhabitants, 2.15 million are actively em-
ployed in trade, profession, or industry, 0.6
million of these being women. At the time of
the 1956 survey, there were actually 380,000
additional foreign workers finding temporary
employment in Switzerland.

Employment, based on the 1950 census, is
as follows: industrial and craft workers,
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47%; agricultural workers, 16%; banking,
commerce, insurance, 12%; public service offi-
cials, 8%; domestic service, 5%; transport,
5%; hotels and restaurants, 4%; personnel of
hospitals and other similar institutions, 3%.

Switzerland is actually very highly indus-
trialized. The proportion of the population en-
gaged in industry and crafts follows England
and Belgium; but both of the former coun-
tries have large mining industries which are
not found in Switzerland. It is particularly
unendowed with valuable minerals in commer-
cial quantities. There is neither coal nor metals
nor oil. The bulk of the industry is therefore
concentrated on manufacturing machines and
precision instruments, tools, and watches. In
the early days, industrialization was encour-
aged by waterpower, accessible almost every-
where. For this reason and maybe due to the
strong influence of community politics (by low
taxes encouraging industries to settle), Swiss
industry never became particularly concen-
trated but fairly evenly distributed over the
whole countryif higher Alpine valleys are
disregarded. There are only 38 factories in
Switzerland that employ more than 1,000
workers each. The following industries are the
most important:

The heavy machine industry, particu-
larly electrical equipment turbines and preci-
sion instruments and tools (without watches).
This branch of industry, one of the mainstays
of the whole economy, is relatively flexible and
adaptable to requirements of the moment, be-
cause emphasis has always been placed on spe-
cialized manufacture of all sorts of particular
equipment and only seldom on mass production
of some standard article.

The chemical and pharmaceutical
industry.

The watch and clock industry.
The textile industry.
The food industry (chocolate, dairy

products, and preserved food).

Swiss industry and economy have experi-
enced a general expansion since the end of the
second World War; among the features of the
expansion are the virtual end of any unem-
ployment or strikes and a relatively high stand-
ard of living. In effective income per capita of
population, Switzerland takes fourth place in
the world, following after the United States,
Canada, and New Zealand.

Switzerland imports more goods than it
exports, creating an unfavorable trade bal-
ance. The deficit is overcome by income from
interest of Swiss capital abroad, from the
banking tradeSwitzerland, especially Zurich,
being the European bankerand by foreign
visitors in Switzerland.

Importance of Forestry and the Timber
Industry to the General Economy

The roles of forestry and of the timber in-
dustry in Switzerland have to be considered
separately, for two reasons:

Switzerland's timber consumption is
higher than the production on a sustained yield
basis. The timber industry therefore imports
part of its timber, refining it like any other raw
material and exporting wooden goods.

The timber industry owns almost no
forest land. The owner, as we have seen,
mostly some kind of public agency, fells the
timber, and hauls and skids it to the landing
(for example to the railway station). The tim-
ber mostly is sold at railway stations or along
high standard motor roads.

Thus it is evident that forestry plays its
direct part primarily in the economy of com-
munities, whereas the timber industry more
directly influences the economy as a whole.

Woon CONSUMPTION TRENDS

In 1862 the consumption of wood totaled
144.5 million cubic feet and surpassed the in-
crement by nearly 35.5 million cubic feet. The
fuelwood consumption of industries and rail-
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roads about that time totaled some 21.2 mil-
lion cubic feet. With a population of 2.6 mil-
lion, composed of 530,000 households, the tim-
ber consumption per household (without in-
dustries) amounted to 214.0 cubic feet. The
consumption in some typical periods in the last
decades is shown in following tables.

The consumption per household for the
period 1947-54 was 79.6 cubic feet sawtimber

and 53.4 cubic feet fuelwood, totaling 133.0
cubic feet. Twice as many people today, there-
fore, consume almost the same amount of tim-
ber as 100 years before, the consumption per
household being 62% of former days. The net
importation, as given by the difference between
import and export of timber was for the same
period (1925-54).

The total consumption is given in Table 6.

Period

Years

Table 4. TIMBER CONSUMPTION

Sawtimber Fuelwood

Million cu. ft. Percent Million cu. ft. Percent

Total

Million cu. ft.

1925-29 59.5 44 75.5 56 135.0

1930-36 61.6 47 68.4 53 130.0

1937-39 61.3 48 65.7 52 127.0

1940-46 82.0 44 104.5 56 186.5

1947-54 94.4 60 62.6 40 157.0

Table 5. TIMBER IMPORTS

Period

Years

Table 6. TOTAL TIMBER CONSUMPTION

Million cubic feet Million cubic feet

Total consumption

Million cubic feet

1925-29 33.0 102.0 135.0

1930-36 23.0 107.0 130.0

1937-39 11.0 116.0 127.0

1940-46 4.5 182.0 186.5

1947-54 21.0 136.0 157.0

Period

Years

Fuelwood and pulpwood

Million cubic feet

Logs

Million cubic feet

Timber

Million cubic feet

1925-29 18.40 8.63 6.05

1930-36 10.90 7.55 4.58

193 7-39 5.67 3.36 2.02

1940-46 2.62 0.965 1.02

1947-54 9.85 7.37 3.29
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Numbers based on 1939 survey.

Wood consumption and its associated fac-
tors demonstrate the influence of the varying
world and national economic conditions of the
past 30 years. The wood consumption was con-
sidered normal during the period 1925-29. It
dropped down during the world crisis and rose
sharply during World War II. The first post-
war period still demonstrates a relatively high
use of wood and it will most probably be the
same in current years, for which figures are not
yet available. The booming economic conditions,
primarily intensive building activity, will be
responsible for a sustained high consumption.

The tables included prove the success of a
conservative forestry policy, which tends to
build up high stand volumes. Such a policy is
at least justified for a small, highly populated,
and economically stable country like Switzer-
land. During World War II, Switzerland's
forests were able to satisfy not only the normal
demand for timber, which amounts to about
140 million cubic feet, but also to replace to a
certain amount the lack of fuel material us-
ually imported (coal and oil). Such stress on
the forest was permissible without severe dam-
age and without endangering its equally im-
portant protective function.

TIMBER UTILIZATION

National timber production, supplemented
by a changing amount of imports, feeds a large
number of woodworking industries and crafts.

Typical for Switzerland, as well as for
parts of other neighboring European coun-
tries, is not only the relatively great number of
different enterprises but also their distribution
and social structure. The scattered location of
the timber industry is partly influenced by the
distribution of the forest itself, partly by the
distribution of the population. Practically
every village has its cabinetmaker and many
have carpenters. Even the location of sawmills
originally was sometimes influenced by the
distribution and kind of forest ownership.
Communities (villages) on large forest areas
often owned a small, generally simple sawmill
where the citizens sawed their own logs. In
many corporations the "interests" of the owner
are balanced by timber, which the member re-
ceives free or at a greatly reduced price. (In
other cases a part of the net income is distrib-
uted to owner-members of cooperatives.) The
employment structure is illustrated by the fol-
lowing table. (Table 8, page 34.)

Table 7. KINDS OF WOOD-USING INDUSTRIES AND EMPLOYMENT'

Kind of enterprises Quantity of enterprises

Number

Employees

Number

wood-treating plants (telephone poles, etc.) 1,977 8,333

Construction 2,509 10,616

Flooring 117 758

Cabinetmaking 7,332 28,761

Casing 1,432 4,157

Fuelwood manufacturing and trading 254 877

Turneries 354 1,498

178 639



Small businesses employing not more than
five persons amount to nearly 86% of all enter-
prises and 43% of the total. There are more
wood handicrafts like handcarving, carriage-
making, ski manufacturing, and the like that
are not included in this survey.

Today's trend is obviously to diminish the
small enterprise, due to continuously increas-
ing industrialization and mechanization, which
needs more capital than an independent em-
ployer can afford. This may be deplorable from
the standpoint of loss of independent craft-
manship, which politically forms a thoroughly
sound part of the population. On the other
hand, many plants, especially sawmills, are
either too small for an economical organiza-
tion or their capacity is completely unbalanced
against the possibilities of accessible timber or
timber markets.

Importance of Forestry in the Economy
of Communities

It was mentioned in Chapter 3 that more
than two-thirds of Switzerland's forests are in
public ownership. The forest economy, there-
fore, affects primarily the economic life of
the communes (villages, towns), particularly
because of their comparatively strong self-

governing autonomy. The amount of direct
financial importance of forestry to a given
community depends, of course, upon other
available sources of economic support. In a
town like Zurich, for example, with a budget
of millions of dollars, supported by booming
industries, banks, and trade of all kinds, for-
ests are evaluated from a purely financial
standpoint without any other importance. Such
a town and many others could even afford
heavy deficits out of their forest administra-
tion. However, disregarding the fact of the
economic unimportance, all towns like Zurich
are eager to keep their forests and even try, if
possible, to increase their ownership. Posses-
sion of forests and lands allows an active land
policy. But first of all, forests are considered
as a most important recreation place for city
dwellers and are therefore under a silvicul-
tural management fitted to create parklike
stands. Since such stand composition requires
constant maintenance, the forests draw even
more attention. Generally such purposes are
met best by unevenly aged stands.

In this connection it is noteworthy that for-
ests of this type, not managed primarily for
economic yield, nevertheless produce an an-
nual net income of $15 to $20 per acre. It is
generally true, however, that the income from
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Table 8. EMPLOYEES IN WOOD-USING INDUSTRIES

Employees the enterprise

Number Number Percent

5,864 41.4

Employees

Number

5,864

Percent

10.5

2-5 6,266 44.3 17,958 32.3

6-10 1,152 8.1 8,445 15.2

11-20 511 3.6 7,369 13.2

21-50 276 1.9 8,453 15.2

51-100 62 0.5 4,259 7.7

More than 100 22 0.2 3,291 5.9

Total 14,153 100.0 55.639 100.0
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such forests within the communities of the
Swiss lowlands does not contribute more than
about 10% to the total community budget.

The opposite of the heavily industrialized
lowlands with high payrolls and therefore high
income taxes is the thinly populated Alps.
There the population lives mainly on agricul-
ture, chiefly raising cattle both for beef and for
dairy products. Income and tax revenues are
low. The communities have to struggle to pay
priests, school teachers, and other public serv-
ants. To keep up with their construction re-
sponsibility (secondary roads, communal build-
ings) represents a heavy burden. Tourist in-
come, strongly variable seasonally, helps but is
in no degree a substitute for the industrial pay-
rolls of the lowlands. In addition, communities
in mountainous regions have other responsibil-
ities, such as control of avalanches, torrents,

Table 9. AVERAGE RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES PER YEAR FOR ALL PUBLIC FORESTS OF SWITZERLAND

Net profit
Period Expenditures nominally Real net profit*

Millions of Millions of Millions of
dollars dollars dollars

* Net profIt corrected on the index basis, year 1939.

and landslides. Even with the help of govern-
mental grants, these are financially almost in-
surmountable problems. For example, in the
canton of Grisons the net forest income is as
much as 70% of the estimated total public in-
come. For later discussions, Tables 9 and 10
will be important. In regard to the economic
importance of forestry, they demonstrate that
careful management as the most important
factor for sustained yield in terms of middle-

European forestry means not only a sustained
amount of cutting and therefore a sustained
timber volumeso far largely parallel to tim-
ber incrementbut also sustained financial re-
sults. In this respect, however, it must be ad-
mitted that middle-European countries all are
short of timber. Therefore, their forest policy
happens to be in the fortunate position of find-
ing a generally unsaturated market. Due to the
dense population, the consumption centers
rarely are far away from the forests, which
keeps shipping costs low. Fuelwood consump-
tion, although sharply decreasing, is still com-
paratively high and allows the marketing of
low quality and small diameter timber. This
helps to carry on a good thinning practice.

Also, principally in most mountainous or
other agricultural regions of the country, fell-
ing and logging are carried out mainly by the

agricultural population. So the costs of logging
are simultaneously a welcome payroll to the in-
habitants who are at the same time mostly co-
owners of the forest. Thus the money, ex-
penses as well as revenues, is to a certain ex-
tent kept within the community.

This table does not show the differences
between geographical sections; samples are
therefore tabulated as follows separately by
geographical regions showing the net profit

1925-29 15.6 7.2 8.67

1930-36 12.6 7.2 5.4

1937-39 12.5 7.1 5.5

1940-46 30.5 15.1 15.4

1947-54 32.2 17.9 14.3

Millions of
dollars

Dollars
per acre

7.2 4.55

5.5 2.02

5.5 2.05

10.1 4.00

8.7 3.12
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from the forest of communities under direct
guidance of professional foresters.

It is obvious that the net profits per acre
are lowest in the Alps. Timber increment is
lower, the average density of stocking per acre
is lower, and logging costs are higher. The
greater area of forests helps to support the
budget of the community. For the period 1947-
54 in the highly industrialized canton of Zurich
containing only 117,000 acres (0.06 acres per
capita) of forest, an average net income per
year of $745,000 went into budgets of its com-
munities. The corresponding figures for com-
munities in the canton of Grisons are 420,000
acres (3.3 acres per capita) of forest and
$1,440,000 net income per year.

Importance of the Protective Function
of Forests

At first glance it may not seem pertinent to
discuss the importance of protective forests
under the classification of economic impor-
tance. However, without forests, economic life
would hardly be possible over large areas of
middle-Europe, particularly in mountainous
parts like Switzerland itself, Austria, south-
ern Germany, and northern Italy, because
human life would be almost insupportable.
Therefore such matters might well be dis-

cussed in close connection with the general im-
portance of forests. Included under the protec-
tive role of forests is their influence on control
of runoff, avalanches, and wind, and their use
for recreation.

There may arise the question as to whether
the occasionally heavy costs to maintain pro-
tection forests could be justifiable. Would it
not be cheaper to abandon rugged mountains
where, even with the best forestry, life never
will become as comfortable as in the plains?
This is not the place to go into questions more
philosophical than economical. It is by no
means possible to calculate values which make
human existence possible. Increasing popula-
tion will sooner or later force people into re-
gions that today are thinly populated. This was
d.emonstrated in very old times when without
war and struggle further migration became im-
possible. Population pressure must be regarded
as one of the reasons why high mountain popu-
lations have been built up in Europe as well as
in Asia. Today it would be necessary to re-
establish forests in these mountains even if all
the present population moved out. To build up
or to maintain a forest highly fitted for protec-
tion in high mountains is of self-evident and
urgent necessity because conditions within the
lower regions depend quite largely on moun-
tain conditions.

Period

Years

Table 10. AVERAGE NET PROFIT IN DOLLARS PER ACRE

Jura, per acre Lowlands, per acre Alps, per acre

Dollars Dollars Dollars

Switzerland, per acre

Dollars

1925-29 8.8 13.6 2.5 8.1

1930-36 5.4 8.8 1.4 4.9

1937-39 5.5 7.6 1.7 4.7

1940-46 15.2 22.3 4.0 13.2

1947-54 12.8 17.2 4.6 11.2

925-54 10.5 15.1 3.1 9.2
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AVALANCHE CONTROL

The protective power of forests against
avalanches has been understood from the ear-
liest times. As one example, Andermatt, a
village in the vicinity of the Gotthard Pass in
1397 declared the forest above the village
(4,350 feet above sea level) as a protective
forest in the strictest sense. In the common
term "ban-wald," "ban" has the same meaning
as the noun "ban" in modern English use. It
meant a kind of a spell, threatening with hor-
rible punishment for the guilty any disregard
of the strict prohibition of any timber cutting.
Unfortunately the spell was not extended to
livestock, primarily goats! Grazing was al-
lowed and thus many banned forests as they
grew old began to deteriorate. Regeneration,
constantly browsed down, never had a chance
to replace the old trees. A long lasting and
bitter experience had to be learned and there
are still vast areas where forest reestablish-
ment has not yet started. But, at least, the
knowledge that only sound forest management
is able to create adequate protective forests,
has been generally adopted.

Certainly avalanches are integral with
mountains like a climatic factor, an inevitable
natural force. However, increasing devasta-
tion continuing until the beginning of the 19th
century produced more and more new areas
threatened by avalanches. As already men-
tioned it was primarily development of the
European railway network that finally helped to
overcome clearcutting of the mountains solely
for commercial purposes. Timber formerly had
to be used for the charcoal necessary for the
manufacturing of metals. From certain moun-
tain forests large amounts of fuelwood were
driven down the rivers. The glass manufac-
tory needed potash, which had to be obtained
by burning timber to ash. Thus it is under-
standable that in historical documents news
about avalanche catastrophes persistently in-
creased. We know that Davos, today's famous

winter resort place, in February of 1609 was
hit by an avalanche which killed 26 inhabi-
tants. In the year 1720 Obergestelen in canton
Valais lost 84 persons, 400 farm animals (cows
and goats), and 120 houses and barns. In the
same year Fetan (Engadin) had 36 casualties
and 15 houses were destroyed. The village of
Loeche-les-Bains in western Switzerland gives
account of over 61 victims in 1518 and 55 in
1719. St. Antoenien, a small village in the can-
ton of Grisons from 1608 until 1876 lost 43
persons, 130 animals, 38 houses, more than
200 barns, and four sawmills. This macabre
list could be greatly extended. There are so-
called avalanche winters which are very se-
vere, alternating with long periods without
serious accidents. Such an avalanche winter
was 1887-1888, which took 49 lives, killed 665
animals, destroyed 844 buildings, and smashed
down 2.9 million cubic feet of forest stands.
Again during the winter 1950-5 1 throughout
the Swiss Alps 93 persons lost their lives, 575
cattle were killed, 1,413 buildings destroyed,
and 4.8 million cubic feet of forest stands were
knocked down. The losses in Italy and Austria
reached almost the same figures.

The constant danger taught men several
ways of defense. As already said, the most im-
portant parts of forests in respect to habita-
tions were banned forests. Huge stone walls
were built to keep certain well-known avalan-
ches in their normal runs. Where such reme-
dies did not help and where the forests were
already swept away, an attempt was made to
anchor buildings with their mountainward
front in the ground or to construct wedge-
shaped strong walls to divide the dangerous
stream of snow. All these tactics, good as they
may have been, remained purely defensive. It
became necessary to avoid the forming, the
start of avalanches, and this required taking
an active attitude.

The first construction to control the form-
ing of avalanches, as far as we know, was car-
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ned out in the Engadin (Grisons) in 1867. At
once it became obvious that such work con-
sumed more money than a small community
ever could afford. The first federal law, passed
in 1876, made it possible to aid such tasks on a
federal basis. The improved law in 1902 al-
lowed the federal government to pay grants to
the amount of 50 to 80% of the total cost.
Therefore the greatest progress in avalanche
control is of relatively recent date. The lack of
knowledge on the mechanics of snow action
led in 1932 to the establishment of a federal
snow and avalanche research station, located
in Davos.

The whole problem is now in full develop-
ment. About 10 years ago the forest research
station also was asked to investigate thor-
oughly the ecological conditions at the timber-
line zone and also with respect to practical
reforestation. The development primarily is
based on the now established and confirmed
policy that no avalanche control project
shall be undertaken without simultaneous
reforestation.

FOREST RESTORATION

Much emphasis has also been laid on the
restoration of deteriorating forests. This pol-
icy is based on the knowledge that most of the
damaging avalanches, as contrasted with the
fairly normal avalanches following a longtime
known run, start within the potential forest
zone, mostly within the zone of the timberline.
It cannot be proved but it is quite probable that
some avalanches which start above the poten-
tial timberline could be avoided if the forest at
timberline zone were in good condition. A for-
est cannot stop an avalanche once started. But
a forest canopy can change the local climate,
mostly by its influence on the wind, and hence,
the structure of the snow cover.

For the development of forestry as a whole
it was of outstanding importance that people
learned the hard way that only properly man-

aged forests can provide a permanent protec-
tion. The protective forest in the ancient mean-
ing of this term (ban-wald) where direct
human influence was excluded, could not help
to maintain such a function. Nature does not
necessarily follow the intention of men's
minds. It became necessary to try to develop
silvicultural management methods that would
enable maintenance of a permanent forest
cover. From our scanty knowledge of virgin
forests under European Alpine conditions it is
apparent that undisturbed nature will inter-
rupt this cover occasionally by windfalls and
natural aging. And doubtless, the forest would
sometime or other again conquer the steep
slopesworking very slowly in its own way
where time is not an essential factor.

Influence of Forests on Watershed
Management

The development of knowledge about the
importance of forests for flood control and soil
conservation has much in common with the
history of avalanche control. It is true that in
many parts of France, Italy, and Austria con-
ditions worse than in Switzerland are to be
found. Really catastrophic, irrevocable erosion
never happened in any part of Switzerland.
France in the maritime Alps and Italy in some
parts of the Apennine have examples of almost
complete erosion. Conditions similar to those
that caused avalanches also caused a long
chain of inundation, land slides, and related
destruction.

The worst torrential conditions usually are
not found, as might be expected, in the high
Swiss mountains. As pointed out in Chapter I,
precipitation is highest in the pre-Alps (north-
erly and southerly). Within the northerly pre-
Alps there is, in addition, the geological region
of Flysch, belonging to the Pennine (Lepon-
tine) sheets, composed of comparatively soft
rocks (slate and schist). Clearcutting and
overgrazing were the chief causes at times of
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large areas of waterlogged, often almost un-
drainable soils. These regions generally suffer
the worst torrential conditions.

The only remedies are artificial drainage,
if possible at all, and reforestation. To this end
the policy of the cantons was to try to buy such
private or communal land. The basis for the
policy was derived from the investigations of
the federal forest research station on amounts
of runoff under different conditions. The in-
vestigations were started in 1900, probably the
first ever begun on this subject. A forest pub-
lication about the results appeared in 1919.
The results, confirmed by later investigations,
may roughly be summarized as follows:

The maximum runoff from a poorly
(30%) forested river basin is at least
twice as high as from a comparable but
nearly 100% forested basin. In the initial
days of rainfall, long duration but light
precipitation caused no remarkable differ-
ences in the amount of the runoff between
the two investigated areas. After two to
three days the runoff from a poorly for-
ested river basin rapidly increased. A
comparatively small amount of added pre-
cipitation may now cause rapid and dan-
gerously high flood peaks in the poorly
forested basin, whereas in the fully for-
ested basin the amplitude stays much
smaller.

Periods of snow melting show much
the same tendencies as long duration light
rainfalls. Snowmelt and simultaneous
rainfall, a coincidence that often occurs in
spring, may add up to dangerously high
amounts of runoff.

The runoff from the poorly forested
basin drops back more quickly after a long
period of rain, whereas the runoff from
the fully forested basin remains compara-
tively stable during a lasting period of
drought.

In mountainous regions like Switzerland
heavy precipitation does not necessarily initi-
ate dangerous flood conditions. Precipitation
as great as 12 inches within 48 hours has been
recorded several times and did not cause great
damage because under such conditions higher
elevations may receive snow. On the other
hand, one of the worst floods registered in this
century happened in June, 1910, when the av-
erage precipitation during three days did not
amount to more than 5 to 6 inches (average
out of different parts of the country). Unfor-
tunately the period of rainfall coincided with
the peak of snow melting. The temperature
staying high, allowed rainfall to heights of
about 9,000 feet. Even in Lucerne, with the
Lake of Lucerne (Lake of Four Forested Can-
tons) as a large balancing basin between the
town and the mountains, it was necessary to
use boats in some streets along the border of
the lake.

The periodical occurrence of floods in the
past has had more influence on the establish-
ment of a federal forest law than the con-
stantly threatening danger of avalanches.
Floods concern not only the inhabitants of the
mountains but even more the lowland popula-
tion. Floods were more obvious to the larger,
wealthier, and politically important parts of
the country, than to other parts. Thus, the
need for maintaining a forest cover is not just
a philosophy but an urgent necessity. The av-
erage citizen was forcibly convinced of this
need by the terrible destruction of floods.

The amount of money spent for reforesta-
tion, avalanche control, and flood control since
the time of the first federal law is impressive
compared to the small size of the country.
From 1876 to 1956, 70,300 acres were refor-
ested and 24 million dollars were spent for av-
alanche control work inclusive. About 60% of
the money was provided in federal grants, the
rest by the cantons and communities within
which the projects are situated. For flood con-
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trol from 1862 to 1956, Switzerland spent
somewhat more than 200 million dollars, to
which the federal government contributed
41%. It is obviously useless to ask if this large
sum of money ever would pay off. But who
asks for interest return when survival is at
stake?

Foresters will be interested in knowing that
all avalanche control work and, of course, re-
forestation work, is directed and accomplished
by the Forest Service. Flood control, as far as
heavy construction is concerned, is civil engin-
eering work, whereas the Forest Service does
the proper control work within the basins.

Importance of Forest Recreation

Chapter 3 deals with development of
forest ownership, which makes clear that pub-
lic ownership is not only a kind of legal status.
The present legal status is not more and not
less than the confirmed attitude of the average
inhabitant in relation to the forest and repre-
sents a certain stage of a century-old develop-
ment. It is therefore also understandable that
such a mental attitude finds its confirmation
not in a technical policy law as the federal for-
est law may be defined, but in the general civil
law (Schweizerisches Zivilgesetz). Article 699
of this law says, "Anybody may walk in the
forest and pastures, and collect berries and
fungi in accord with local customs. Works
that may need protection are excluded from
this right by ordinances of local governments.
Regulations of trespass of properties not one's
own for the purpose of hunting and fishing
are up to the canton concerned." It may be
added here that in several cantons even the
handling of hunting practices within the

framework of a cantonal law, is up to the
communities.

The education of people in order to under-
stand and appreciate "their" forests is hardly
necessary. From time to time grade schools
are taken out for short walks through a forest
and the custom of the Sunday family walk is
still in use. Thus it is often the father who
teaches his children how to behave in forests.
However, near cities where great numbers of
people use the forests for recreation, certain
measures are necessary. Experience has taught
that the best way to avoid damage is to build
and maintain paths and trails. Separate organ-
izations mark those trails, issue maps, and pay
certain amounts for the maintenance of
facilities.

Therefore, notwithstanding the fact of a
heavy population in the lowlands, about six
people per five acres, the question of recrea-
tion is not a difficult problem for forestry. Of
real help is the fact that forest fire hazard in
Switzerland is very small, even nonexistent,
for large areas. The question of recreation af-
fects silvicultural treatment much more. As al-
ready stated, a parklike, many-storied forest
would obviously meet best the ideal of the so-
called average friend of the forest. This es-
thetic situation to a certain degree meets the
needs of the forester too. The more unevenly
aged the stand, the less it will be overrun by
people. For this reason, recreationists ask to
maintain a form of stand that allows an almost
continuous cover. The question of how to sus-
tain such a stand leads again to the same sil-
vicultural and management problems already
encountered in relation to the other protection
functions of forests.



Silvicultural Treatment in General

The development toward current silvicul-
tural methods was a long road paved with
hopes and errors. Forestry in its basic prin-
ciples is determined by four groups of factors:

The natural laws.
The silvicultural techniques.
The economic laws (including the af-

tereffects of historical development).
The management techniques.

The groups of factors (1) and (3) are
fundamental in character. The silvicultural
techniques (2) have to be based on the natural
laws, whereas the management techniques (4)
unavoidably are almost wholly influenced by
economic laws. Ever since forestry in the
proper sense of the word began to develop, it
has swung back and forth between these prin-
ciples. Every move too near to the natural law
unavoidably would bring economic losses and
every movement too near to restricted eco-
nomic laws would lead to even heavier losses,
since economic losses are longer lasting. It is
most probably one of the main duties of fores-
try and forest science to find the best compro-
mise between these two fundamentals. This is

5. Forest Management

a goal that never can be fully reached since
both forests and men are constantly develop-
ing, constantly changing the environment, and
constantly being changed themselves by envir-
onment. Thus every generation bears a new
face. But out of forest history we know one
thing for sure. Unavoidably we must pay
sooner or later for every severe violation of
natural laws.

For better understanding of the develop-
ment of silvicultural techniques in middle-
Europe and also for better understanding of
the emphasis laid on such techniques, a short
look backward at forest conditions at the end
of the French Revolution is necessary (see
Chapter 2). The destruction of a century-old,
strongly fixed economic and social system left
behind a disorder which had greater impact on
forests than elsewhere. Pastures and the thinly
stocked broadleaf forests turned to brush, as
did many uprooted or simply clearcut forest
lands. The period often was called the French-
time from 1793 until 1815. Every succeeding
revolution destroyed first the existing order,
without being able to replace it immediately by
a new or particularly competent order.

Notwithstanding all this, there always
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have been men who realized the end result of
forest deterioration. At the beginning of the
18th century, scientists in France, such as
Reaumur, Buffon, Duhamel de Moncean had
begun to concern themselves with problems of
scientific forestry. Many writers on technical
matters, Verenne de Fenille being the best
known, had developed out of crude explora-
tory methods the theory of partial cutting and
of thinning. In the second half of the 18th
century the elements of the theory of natural
regeneration were known in France. Probably
under the influence of early French scientists,
Karl von Carlowitz wrote as early as 1713 a
fairly well defined prescription concerning sil-
vicultural treatments in his "Silvicultura Oeco-
nomica" (Leipzig). Such rules became known
later only through G. L. Hartig (1764-1837).

Due to political events, which interrupted
the rise of scientific forestry in France, the
leadership passed to Germany. Besides G. L.
Hartig, the names of Hundeshagen (1821),
Pfeil (1820-21), and K. Heyer (1846) are the
best known. It is assumed that a new food
shortage, due to the potato plague Phoptoph-
thora, during the second decade of the 19th
century, helped to develop the silvicultural sys-
tem of clearcutting combined with intermediate
agricultural land use. Clearcutting itself most
probably is an ancient method of timber har-
vesting. After K. Heyer, Pressler (1868) be-
came the most important advocate of the so-
called net revenue theory. Clearcuttings, with
intermediate agricultural use if necessary, fol-
lowed by pure plantation with spruce, seemed
best to fulfill and prove this theory. The im-
portant period of regularizing forests had
begun.

Several factors explain why this neat, eco-
nomical (on paper), and absolutely logical
idea of a management system did not work.
Here for the first time was a system in which
age classes, sites, and areas could be combined
to allow planning for a given forest for over

100 years. Such management working plans
still are to be found in many of Switzerland's
forest archives, but it was nature itself that
did not obey the cleverly built plans. The
method of thinking involved in the net revenue
idea obviously did not meet the ecological needs
of forest trees. The theory was well fitted for
agricultural purposes, where a crop needs not
more than one or two years for maturation;
where every year the crop, as well as its site,
can be changed; and where the site can be arti-
ficially prepared. But this is not true of forests.

As already mentioned, several factors were
finally responsible for the disappointing re-
sults of the net revenue theory and its related
forestry techniques. (1) Pure stands covering
many thousands of acres with either spruce or
pine (which had the same fate) are always
susceptible to insects and diseases in large con-
centrations. The same statement is true for
short-rotation agricultural crops. For trees in
pure stands, although they represent still a
genetically large population, the phytosanitary
question is more dangerous because the ex-
posure of the "crop" is prolonged so much
longer. (2) The great need for planting made
it necessary to provide seeds from anywhere.
Broad scale shipment thus began throughout
the whole continent and with it arose the
golden age of the forest seed and seedling
trade. Nothing was known of provenances,
geographical strains, or hereditary characters
in trees. In fact, the importance of the ques-
tion only became obvious because of the disap-
pointing or sometimes even catastrophic re-
sults of certain plantings on certain sites. (3)
The leaching effect of the shallow-rooted
spruce and its acid litter on soils probably has
been overemphasized often; yet on heavy clay
soils such effects are also to be observed. In
many cases the poor results with spruce, par-
ticularly in their second generation as pure
stands, were most certainly due rather to the
intermediate agricultural use than to the char-



acteristics of spruce alone. Ploughing de-
stroyed the natural structure of the very top
soil, forming at the same time a "plough-
horizon" which in clay soils became almost im-
permeable for spruce (and pine) roots. (4)
Stand improvement measures in the early days
were practically unknown; so when trees were
planted densely, and stands were not thinned,
crowns could not develop properly. Thus the
closely spaced stands, seldom more than 4 to 5
feet from tree to tree, often developed a gen-
eral physiological weakness. As is to be ex-
pected, this was particularly true in pine
stands.

Therefore, in the second half of the 19th
century, after a short period during which the
first foresters thought they had found the so-
lution, the real problems began to crystallize. In
fact, the problems were in part artificially
created. For example, in mountainous regions
the effects of clearcutting and particularly of
planting unsuitable planting stock were very
detrimental. The creation of pure stands of
spruce would not have been unduly harmful
since the natural habitat of this species is on
the summit slopes with rocky soils.

In the further development of theories of
silvicultural techniques Karl Gayer (1880)
was of outstanding influence. He did not
create exactly new ideas. Rather he was able
to concern his contemporaries and convince
them that forestry practices must conform to
the laws of nature. To summarize his view-
point in a rather general way, he was the one
who, perhaps for the first time in forest his-
tory, separated the theory of forestry from
thinking based on agricultural economics or
mining-type exploitation. About 80 years ago
he wrote: "A revision to stand forms which
are more in harmony with nature is essential
for the future of forestry, and many good en-
terprises have already set foot on this return
journey. If we are to take the right path, how-
ever, we must keep ourselves free from preju-
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dice in following nature and the hints that it
provides so clearly in the femel forest; we
must learn from the femel forest." (Femel for-
est is roughly comparable to the group selec-
tion systems discussed under regeneration and
thinning methods.)

It is mostly due to the influence of Gayer
that the theory of forestry, especially the
theory of regeneration methods, began to
change. In Switzerland Arnold Engler took
over Gayer's ideas and began to develop the
theory of natural regeneration techniques in-
dependently. Both Engler and Gayer received
their original ideas not by research but en-
tirely by practical examples of silvicultural
techniques practiced by many independent for-
est owners. In Switzerland, thanks to its par-
ticular historical development, a centralizing
influence never became strong and it is re-
flected in individual treatment of the forests.
Such perseverance in the field of forestry may
be surprising but is readily explained by the
fact that the average citizen is really a coowner
and feels like that. For this reason, in many
cases the first professional foresters of Swit-
zerland, who received their training mostly at
the University of Tharandt in Germany, were
restricted in applying their knowledge. The
owner thought he knew best. The Federal In-
stitute of Technology and its School of Fores-
try was founded only in 1855. Various kinds of
owners preserved their own ideas and slowly
developed their own silvicultural techniques.
They believed they should deliver their prop-
erty to their successors in at least the same
condition or, if possible, better than when re-
ceived from their own fathers.

Wise and farsighted foresters like Gayer
and Engler observed such forests and forestry
practices and began to develop their theory
based on such empirically acquired experi-
ences. The present thinking concerning regen-
eration procedures may be summarized as
follows.



Meaning and Importance of Regeneration
Methods

The type of cutting is used mostly to define
silvicultural treatments of stands to obtain
natural regeneration, or artificial replanting.
Regeneration methods, today synonymous with
betriebsart, silvicultural regime, silvicultural
system, or regeneration procedures, are num-
erous. Oelkers (1937) describes more than
100 such methods. Discussion about the "best"
regeneration method sometimes became so
ardent, endless, and boring that in practical
forestry circles a joke arose, saying that
"woods obviously were created for practicing
regeneration theories." It took theoretical sil-
viculture a surprisingly long time to detect the
reason for the existence of such a great num-
ber of varying silvicultural treatments for re-
generation. Obviously almost every given
stand needs a special treatment, a method best
suited to it, depending on the actual form and
mixture of the stand, on the site, on the regen-
eration objectives, and on the possible logging
methods to be used. The first one to formulate
this almost self-evident axiom was Schaedelin
(1922).

Since the method of cutting is the most
fundamental part of all regeneration methods,
the basic classification in reality is quite
simple.

Leibundgut (1946) uses probably the only
possible and always clear criterion, the ecolog-
ical position of the regeneration. There are
only three possibilities:

The regeneration has no protection
from old trees.

The regeneration is sheltered.
The regeneration is within marginal

protection.

The respective kinds of cuttings therefore
may be:

(1) Clearcutting, providing no protection
for the regeneration.
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Shelterwood cutting, providing shelter
found above and from all sides.

Stripcutting, providing protection
from one marginal side.

Femelcutting, providing and uniting
for regeneration all the above mentioned eco-
logical possibilities.

Finally, there is one method of silvicul-
tural treatment which cannot be classified,
since it exhibits no distinct method. The "plen-
terung" method of treatment in "plenter" for-
ests (known also as stem-by-stem working;
single tree selection system; selection forest)
is neither a regeneration method nor a thin-
ning method and could be classified as the only
true silvicultural system along classical lines.
The plenterung does not create regeneration
purposely on a distinct area; and it never ob-
serves a defined transportation border line.
Every operation simultaneously harvests, thins,
regenerates, and to a certain extent aims to
maintain the special structure of the stand.
This necessarily requires a many-storied struc-
ture. Plenterung is not, as it is often said, the
Swiss way of silvicultural management. Real
plenter forests are only to be found in certain
parts of canton Berne (Emmental) and Neu-
chatel (Val de Travers) and of the Black For-
est (Germany). But it is true that the plenter
forests, a locally developed method of silvicul-
tural treatment, considerably influenced both
the theory of silvicultural treatment and actual
practice.

The great number of natural regeneration
methods besides the plenterung arise from the
great number of combinations between the
kind of ecological location of the reproduction,
form of cutover areas (coups), situation of
this area, and kind and rapidity of enlarge-
ment of the area under r.egeneration.

It is basically true that all those systems or
regimes never have been more than regenera-
tion methods, with the exception of the plen-
terung, which in its principal characteristics



does not deal with the maintenance of the
stands.

Development of Thinning Methods

It is an interesting fact that the theory of
silvicultural techniques in Switzerland only
partially conforms to silvicultural practice.
Until the early 1930's silvicultural methods
always clearly differentiated between treat-
ment for the purpose of regeneration and pre-
harvesting treatment of stands between the
age of poletimber and early sawtimber. The
development of thinning methods cannot read-
ily be differentiated by historical time inter-
vals. Even in very ancient times there were
quite exact prescriptions to be found for many
forests for some or other kind of intermediate
cuttings. For the Sihiwald, the oldest city for-
est of Zurich, such instructions are known to
date back to the 15th century. Many other ex-
amples from Germany and France could be
named.

The term "thinning" (durchforstung) was
used for the first time by G. L. Hartig (1796).
Hartig had the most influence upon the early
development of middle-European forestry.
From his ideas comes the principle of thinning
from below, although the scientific formula-
tion of the method dates from the beginning of
our century (1902). Therefore, the thinning-
from-below method is also called the German
method. For the sake of historical truth it
should be stated that Hartig's directions con-
cerning thinning were at first strongly opposed
even in Germany. (Cotta, Heyer).

It was Heyer (1854), basing on H. Cotta,
who created the important, sloganlike rule,
which has persisted ever since, that thinnings
should be carried out "early, often, and
moderately."

In France other principles of intermediate
cuts were developed and formulated a long
time before Hartig. Tristan de Rostaing, early
in 1560, described the basic principles of the
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"French thinning," a thinning from above.
The same ideas were carried along by Duha-
mel de Monceau (1760), Varenne de Fenille,
up to Bagneris (1873). For a certain time,
mainly during the first half of the 19th cen-
tury, the German viewpoints about forestry
found its advocates even in France (Parade,
A., in Lorentz, M. and A. Parade, 1855). The
swing back occurred with the important book,
"Manuel de Sylviculture," by G. Bagneris
(1873) concerning thinning methods.

One of the best accounts on the whole ques-
tion of thinning methods was written by Ales-
sandro de Philippis (1949). He describes well
over 30 different thinning methods, of which
only a few are summarized here:

In low thinning or thinning from below,
the different degrees of thinning are given by
the crown classes after Kraft or after modifi-
cation of Kraft's model. The weakest thinning
(A-grade) stops with the removal of dead or
dying trees. This operation removes, too, the
bent poles or diseased trees. The moderate
thinning (B-grade) extends to the dead and
dying, the whips, the most poorly formed
young growth, and again the diseased trees.
The strong thinning (C-grade) gradually re-
moves all stems from the completely over-
shaded to the dominants, sometimes even pre-
dominant trees. The aim is to spare only trees
that are distributed fairly evenly and have
space enough for full crown development.

In high thinning or thinning from
above (crown thinning), Bagneris, still in-
fluenced by the German thinning method, dis-
tinguishes three grades: weak, middle, and
strong. Actual crown thinning usually does
not proceed along such grades. In its principle
it is an operation that aims to give more space
to the crowns of the trees that are believed to
have promising potential. Grades have been in-
troduced partly, too, for scientific research to
provide a basis of comparison. But as soon as
such standardization is introduced the real
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content of the French crown thinning method
is lost.

Danish thinning has been developed
especially for pure beech stands to produce
large stems without limbs or loose knots for a
length of about 45 feet. The Danish method
is outstanding since it is the first designed for
an exact aim. Intervention in the stands begins
at about 20 years or somewhat more than 20
feet of height. At this state the lower limbs
are usually dead up to 6 feet or so. The first
thinning removes stems with deformations,
and trees that are diseased, or undesirable. The
thinnings now follow each other in time gaps
of about one-tenth of the effective stand age.
They are repeated every third year between
the 30th and the 40th year, every fourth year
between the 40th and 50th year and so on
until the objective is reached. After the first
thinning, the instruction is to remove the tree
which is hindering others and does not promise
to develop to a high value. The main trees of
the overstory become favored and they should
outnumber the other trees of this story. Use-
ful trees in the understory are saved to create
a protection for the boles of the crop trees.
Most neutral trees, such as those without spe-
cial usefulness or disadvantage, are left and
are cut only if there is use for them.

The Borggreve's selection thinning
(plenter-durchforstung) is mentioned because
the method seemingly has been of interest for
American forestry. This thinning is based on
the observation of Borggreve that in middle-
aged stands the thriftiest (predominant)
trees are not likely to develop into high quality
sawtimber. They are branched, crooked, and
tapering. In addition, they are harmful to
trees in the dominant class, which, if liberated
are able to give strong response in increment.
Borggreve worked mainly in beech stands and
proposed very careful intermediate operations
up to the 60th year of the stands. Up to this
age he removed only dead and certain amounts

of the surpressed trees. After such operation
the treatment becomes diametrically reversed.
After the 60th year the nonpromising predom-
inant trees, as previously described, are cut,
giving new opportunity for development of
the dominant trees. This operation is repeated
at intervals of 10 years, removing 10 to 20%
of the total volume every time. The cuts are
continued until all predominant trees are
removed.

It should be strongly emphasized that such
a method has not the least resemblance to a
plenterung in the ancient Swiss meaning of
this term. The name "plenter-durchforstung"
is highly misleading.

The Gurnaud-Biolley thinning method
in its principal ideas was developed by the
French forester Gurnaud, but so far has never
been used in France. The idea was taken over
by the Swiss forester Biolley, of the canton of
Neuchatel, known also for his active part in
the development of the continuous inventory
method of management. The principal idea of
this very special thinning method is to main-
tain a continuous overstory, favoring in every
stage of stand development the dominant trees
as well as those dominated. Such an aim is
reached by cutting out the intermediate trees
which damage both the dominant as well as the
dominated trees. The elimination of the inter-
mediate trees should help to develop the stand
horizontally as well as vertically, stimulating
the forming of a many-storied stand structure.
The intermediate tree does not belong to a
fixed tree or crown class. It can be a tree
within the dominant class, between the dom-
inant and dominated class, or a tree entirely in
the understory. Of first importance for the
characterization of an intermediate tree is
therefore its ecological interrelation with the
surrounding neighbor trees, its position of
being in-between. Furthermore, the qualifica-
tion of intermediate can also be given if a tree
is of lower quality than its neighbors or even



if the tree belongs to an undesirable species.
The method of Gurnaud-Biolley is not only

interesting because it was a French idea mainly
developed and applied in Switzerland, but also
because it is a very appropriate method to
transform highly uniform and even-aged
stands gradually into an uneven-aged struc-
ture. The method becomes of greater interest
as the chances of wind throwing become
greater.

(6) The real plenterung was described in
the preceding section of this chapter. As stated,
this silvicultural practice represents neither a
thinning method nor a regeneration procedure.
The method can be fully understood only
by direct application and as a condition sine
qua non is to be regarded as a multiple-storied,
at least uneven-aged, stand. The nearest ap-
proach to the idea of plenterung would be il-
lustrated by a ponderosa pine stand in which
Dunning's classes 5 and 7 were continuously
removed, with occasional cuttings in class 3.
The plenterung in its own territory follows no
tree or crown classification. It is hardly neces-
sary to emphasize that such a silvicultural
practice involving regeneration, thinning, im-
proving, and harvesting in one and the same
operation must mainly, but not entirely, rely
on medium to highly shade-tolerant species, or
on the lightly stocked stands that often occur
naturally in high mountain conditions. It is
known that under the same conditions the rel-
ative shade tolerance for a given species is
higher in the mountains than at lower eleva-
tions. The plenterung as it illustrates sustained
yield practice on the smallest area, less than
an acre, is the most outstanding example of
the successful art of silvicultural treatment. It
is worth studying the method although its ap-
plication may be restricted.

The Modern Trend of Silvicultural
Management

Looking back on the development of in-
numerable silvicultural regeneration methods,
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and looking back to the many different thin-
ning methods, one fact must appear as strik-
ing. The question arises as to why regeneration
methods and thinning or improvement meth-
ods have always been treated as separate prob-
lems. Throughout the literature on silvicul-
tural techniques up to the 1930's it seemingly
never occurred to anyone that the life of
stands is a never-ending process of growing
and dying and that there are therefore no
strictly defined phases of development rigidly
separated by time intervals. Why, if that is so,
should the stands during some periods be
treated, but not during others?

In Switzerland and other mountainous re-
gions such questions are probably more ob-
vious than elsewhere. The protective function
of the forests argues for a continuous forest
cover. Any silvicultural management applied
should not appreciably interrupt the protective
cover. At the same time timber production
should not be neglected. Obviously these uses
could be combined only under a silvicultural
management that would permit a more-or-less
permanent forest cover and a continuous har-
vesting of timber.

Many public owners contributed a share to
the development of such silvicultural methods
just by meticulously keeping up their timber
volume. W. Schaedelin formed a theoretical
and practical answer to the problem by syn-
thesizing the old known facts and experiences
with new ideas to develop a true silvicultural
doctrine. H. Leibundgut, acting professor for
silviculture at the Forestry School of the Fed-
eral Institute of Technology, Zurich, gave
most of today's valid definition and formula-
tion in this area.

Critically evaluating the known silvicul-
tural regeneration methods and thinning prac-
tices, Schaedelin found that gaps in treatment
obviously exist between the various stages of
development in any stand. For the first time he
proposed, described, and practiced methods
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which continuously improved, thinned, and
prepared the stands for regeneration. Silvicul-
tural treatments follow one after the other,
conforming to the age and hence to the devel-
opment stage of the stands. Unlike Borggreve,
instead of waiting until the possible wolf trees
develop into large predominant trees with lit-
tie economic value, he proposed to remove such
trees in the juvenile stage of stand develop-
ment. Differing from both the classical high
and iow thinning methods that removed the
trees once they are dead or diseased, he pro-
posed to remove them much sooner. Removal
costs are not only cheaper in the juvenile stage
of stand development, but the operation is
more beneficial to the remaining stand. The
great density of reproduction is well known,
as is the rapidity with which the number of
stems decreases with advancing age. Schaede-
lin proposed to remove the misshapen trees
before they became large enough to shade out
or to deform better formed neighboring trees.

Consequently, from its earliest days a
stand so treated leads toward perceptibly
higher quality at an age when thinnings us-
ually only begin in other stands. Instead of
losing time and quality such a preimproved
(cleaned) stand must be thinned from the
very beginning to concentrate the potentials of
increment on the most desirable individuals.
The potentials of increment are given by the
inherited characters of a given tree, the species
to which it belongs, by the site factors, and by
the environment provided by the surrounding
stand. Every named factor within certain lim-
its may be influenced by silvicultural measures.
This kind of selective thinning strictly concen-
trates on the best individuals. They have to be
evaluated and reevaluated with every subse-
quent thinning, and this must be continued
until every tree in the overstory reaches its
optimal spacing. Simultaneously, every thin-
ning contributes to the forming of an appro-

priate environment, a task becoming gradually
more important the older a stand grows.

Stand improvement of more mature for-
ests should normally be continued as long as
the average trees throughout the stand remain
vigorous. But it is up to economic factors to
decide if and when regeneration should begin.
A stand worked along this line is mostly two-
storied or more, depending on species mixture
and site. The regeneration cutting is now noth-
ing but handling the different stories like the
lens opening of a camera. Narrow openings
can be used if shade-intolerant trees are to be
regenerated. The surroundings of the initial
opening may be cut lightly, thus providing a
zone where half-tolerant species are wanted.
If, due to lack of seed trees or other unfavor-
able conditions, natural regeneration is not
possible or wanted, plantings are made, handl-
ing the old stand and its stories similarly. Log-
ging direction in relation to the situation of
the young stands must be carefully considered.
The border limit of log transport has to be se-
lected so as to avoid hauling logs of later oper-
ations across already regenerated areas. De-
termining the limit of log hauling is partly in-
fluenced by topographical features, partly by
the hauling methods themselves. The rate of
regeneration is mostly determined by the work-
ing plan, which has to ensure sustained yield.

This is not the place to discuss further the
details of silvicultural treatment as formulated
by W. Schaedelin (1942). The principles of
his doctrine are today renowned throughout
middle-Europe. Many of his assumptions are
still to be investigated. The most promising re-
search tasks, generated by Schaedelin's doc-
trine, arise from the question of how soon a
certain characteristic quality may be detected
in a tree. It is self-evident that the more
quickly and accurately certain properties, such
as inherent defects, may be discovered, the
more cheaply and more effectively stand im-
provement may be carried out.



It is worth remembering that Schaedelin's
thesis was devised chiefly from examples of
silvicultural treatment in public forests. Here
the professional foresters with deep under-
standing of historical and biological facts pri-
marily found a way to correlate the owner's
ideas with new propositions unappreciated in
their original sources. In this situation, it is
understandable that the German Gayer's warn-
ing initially probably found more response in
Switzerland than in his home country. For the
same reasons the French Gurnaud's ideas be-
came developed primarily in Switzerland.

Management Methods

Management on the basis of the contin-
uous inventory system (methode du controle,
or check method) is well known through pub-
lication in English by Knuchel (1946, 1953)
and by H. A. Meyer (1942) a disciple of Knu-
chel. So it should not be necessary to enter into
technical details. Like the development of silvi-
cultural methods, German forestry in the 19th
century also led in questions of management.
Of particular importance was the view on the
normal forest. The assumption was that a fell-
ing series is normal if every age class is repre-
sented by an area of equal size. This concep-
tion was shaken when toward the end of the
19th century it became obvious that the estab-
lishment of such an apparently perfect ar-
rangement involves very great sacrifices. K.
Gayer, as we have seen, was responsible for
the development of a new concept of normal-
ity, which gradually tended towards mixed
and more uneven-aged stands. It became neces-
sary to improve management methods, which
in their principles still were based on the sim-
plest and perhaps oldest ways of regulating
fellings, by the division of the forest into cut-
ting areas. The next important step was com-
bining area and volume where a particular
area is assigned to each period of the cutting
cycle, but the volume is determined for only
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one period. Also, this method rests on the as-
sumption that forestry can be managed like
agriculture and that the silvicultural treatment
is based on some or other kind of timber har-
vest per unit of area. Minor importance at-
taches to size of areas, or whether the harvest-
ing and regeneration take place simultaneously
or not. The most important fact is that each
stand, following a previously prescribed rota-
tion period, has a beginning and an end, re-
gardless of the gaps of time in between.

In contrast to these principles, the femel
method and plenterung became more and more
important where management based on a fixed
rotation on areas of stands with a certain vol-
ume was scarcely applicable. How, then, ought
operation to be supervised in a forest in which
the concepts of age and rotation no longer
have a place; or where individual age classes
are scattered irregularly over the whole of the
forest in the attempt to use every site, species,
and tree to its maximum possibilities?

Such a system must provide the forest
manager continuous up-to-date information on
the production situation and on the effect of
measures taken by him, without hindering his
decisions. The lack of uniform methods, al-
lowing a certain silvicultural freedom in Swit-
zerland, soon became noticed, as to be ex-
pected, first of all in regions where plenterung
was in use.

It may be called a happy coincidence that
a young forester, Henri Biolley, appointed as
district forester in the canton of Neuchatel,
became acquainted with a publication of the
French forester A. Gurnaud (1825-1898).
Gurnaud himself had in 1861 requested that
he be allotted two forests to be able to carry
out increment studies along his basic ideas. As
this was refused by the authorities he resigned
from state service. His method never became
applied broadly in France. It was up to Biolley
to develop the idea first in some community
forests of the Val-de-Travers (Couvet, Les
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Verrieres), and when he became appointed as
cantonal forester he extended the method du
controle over the whole canton.

The principles of the continuous inventory
system gradually came to be appreciated
throughout Switzerland. H. Knuchel, former
professor for forest management, finally was
responsible for many technical and theoretical
improvements of the method. He became the
most ardent advocate for the introduction of
this management system in practically all of
Switzerland's cantons. Its principles are sim-
ple enough. Following Knuchel (1946) they
may be summarized as follows:

The forest has to be subdivided into
check units. In each subdivision all trees over
a certain d.b.h. (usually 6 inches) are to be
measured. In order to measure the effects of
silvicultural treatments, the whole subdivision,
not certain sample plots, is taken into account.

The volume of the trees must be com-
puted by means of a volume table (tarif)
which is unalterably fixed. It is assumed that
all trees with the same diameter have the same
volume content. It is true that the volume of
the poor trees may be overestimated, but over
the whole control unit such errors are compen-
sated. Moreover, the proportion between the
real volume and the tarif can be calculated
easily by comparing these two values on har-
vested trees.

For the determination of increment
it is necessary to measure the standing and
the cut trees with the same standard. In the
increment calculation the understory trees, not
yet large enough in diameter, do not appear.

Succeeding enumeration notes the trees that
have grown out of the understory into meas-
urable size as established by the fixed mini-
mum d.b.h. (recruitment), the trees which
were felled, and by how much the remaining
trees are now larger. The increment calcula-
tion therefore is:

Increment = Volume (2) found by new
enumeration - Volume (1) at the last enum-
eration + Volume of trees cut in the interim
- Recruitment

I=V2V1+VR
The liability of the check method consists

in the minimum diameter boundary. It is auto-
matically assumed that recruitment is always
present. The silvicultural manager must esti-
mate if the regeneration is large and abundant
enough to replace the gradual harvest. A.
Kurth, director of the Swiss Forest Research
Station, therefore is now working on the ques-
tion of how to combin.e sample plot methods
with today's generally used check method, as
briefly described above.

The modern silvicultural methods as syn-
thesized by Schaedelin and Leibundgut in
other respects are also a problem for planned
management. The supervision of such a forest
is difficult, due to its disorderliness, and recog-
nition of the gradual change is most difficult.
An aerial survey, therefore, becomes more and
more useful to facilitate the planning of silvi-
cultural management. In many respects these
modern methods have been the necessary com-
petition to the check method as generated by
Gurnaud and developed by Biolley, Knuchel,
and others.



6. Loggi;

For many years the felling and hauling of
harvested trees developed uninfluenced by sil-
vicultural method. This statement may be as-
tonishing at first glance. However, it is true
that refined silvicultural treatments, initiated
by the necessity to find a combination between
the best protective functions and the highest
timber production, were not immediately fol-
lowed by refined logging techniques. The rea-
son for such divergence again, and this time
in a negative sense, rests in the kind of owner-
ship. As a publicly owned property, the forest
was a source of income for small farmers and
was regarded as a place where the individual
had a right to work. More specialized wood
cutting developed only slowly towards the
second World War. The preceding economic
depression retarded that development, which
was virtually on the edge of beginning a long
time ago.

To understand the following sketch on the
development and the modern trend of logging
methods it is necessary to remember that the
timber industry and forest ownership in Swit-
zerland are two separate matters. The owners,
mostly the members of a community, cut, skid,
and transport logs to the yard, the selling
place, which is either along a high standard
motor road, or at a railroad station.

51

ig Methods

Early Transportation
For centuries hauling methods have been

the same, using gravity down to the next road
or river. Many rivers were prepared for splash
driving, darns were constructed to develop a
head of water, and flumes were built. A new
development arose only in the second half of
the 19th century. The huge timber-consuming
chutes and harmful erosion conditions created
by driving were slowly replaced by roads either
for sled or cart transport. Sled transport be-
came of especially great importance in regions
with a long and permanent snow cover. The
reason for emphasizing the importance of op-
ening up a country by a road net is understand-
able considering the fact that the Alps are rel-
atively densely populated. A good hard-top
road not only facilitated the transport of logs
hut served well the widely scattered settlers.

At the same time it became imperative to
stop river driving entirely. The comparatively
small and steep rivers, the topographical con-
ditions within geologically young mountains in
which the lower parts of the slopes are mostly
covered with morainic material, highly suscep-
tible to erosion, did not allow further use of
such transportation methods. The intensity of
road construction was therefore chiefly pro-
moted by the Forest Service and has been one
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of the first aids in controlling erosion. In con-
trast to the development in Scandinavia and
partly in Austria, river driving in Switzerland
ceased in the second half of the 19th century.
Based on the act of 1868 which led to the fed-
eral forest law, Switzerland probably became
one of the first European countries to pay
grants to forest owners for encouraging road
construction.

This first period of systematic opening of
forests by roads took place in the days of horse
and cart. Motor vehicles did not exist and
when they first appeared were far from being
suitable for such use. Road construction stand-
ards were thus governed by animal transport
methods and equipment. The width of road
and the radius of curves could be restricted
for horse drawn carts, but it was necessary to
maintain even grades. In regions where snow
cover was of long duration some roads may be
built much cheaper as sled roads. The surface
layer need not be especially strong, width may
be quite narrow; nevertheless such roads allow
transportation of large amounts of logs by
hooking them together in line. There is greater
need for even grades and wide curves for sled
transport than for cart transport. The so-
called hand skidding roads built in Austria,
Bavaria, the Black Forest, and the Vosges are
not in use in Switzerland. On a hand-skidding
road the logs are hauled by handsied. The most
likely reason for the lack of this kind of trans-
port in Switzerland is that the working logger
did not exist until recent times. The small
farmer worked in the woods in his spare time
and used his own horses for transport, glad to
have some winter work for them. In countries
where men worked only as loggers it was nec-
essary to provide work and payroll during win-
ters as well as summers. Hand skidding was
almost the only such possibility. Hauling from
stump to the road in earlier days was almost
entirely done with the help of chutes or by

horses, where conditions allowed. Horses may
be used on slopes of less than 30%.

Modern Forest Roads

Economic hauling depends on a relatively
dense road network, especially on roads that
were developed to handle the logs hauled down
the slopes. This requirement has not always
been easy to fulfill; too often it forced road
construction on locations where severe tech-
nical difficulties had to be surmounted. Never-
theless it should be stated that the relatively
early opening of forests by permanent roads
has been a great help. The road system cer-
tainly is the backbone for the sound and suc-
cessful forestry practice needed to implement
sustained yield policy. Self-evident proof lies
in comparison of stand condition between for-
ests that were provided with roads years ago,
and those where such opening was neglected.

After the first World War transport by
motor vehicles began to take over. First in the
lowlands under easy conditions, then in the
pre-Alps, and latest in the Alps, road construc-
tion principles were dictated by this kind of
transportation equipment. Pavement had to be
built stronger and width and radius of curves
enlarged. Yet horses and cart transport still
required consideration, and so grades had to
be kept low. The first World War also brought
the first skyline systems, which in those days
were built only to connect two given locations.

Finally, the second World War and the
booming economic conditions that followed led
to rapidly spreading changes which are still in
full development. There are many reasons for
these changes.

(1) During the war new kinds of motor
vehicles were developed with a power and mo-
bility formerly unknown. There are two very
different types, of equal importance: (a) Four-
wheel drive and automatic differential lock
allow the hauling of logs out of comparatively
rough situations and permit transport without



reloading, for long distances; (b) similar de-
velopments led to powerful tractors, allowing
the handling of heavy loads.

Of somewhat minor importance for log
hauling but helpful for cordwood transport are
the one-axle tractors, mostly combined with a
one-axle interchangeable trailer with possibil-
ity of power transmission to the rear axle.

(2) Road construction equipment, devel-
oped in the United States and brought over to
Europe during and after the war, initiated new
possibilities for rapid economical road build-
ing. Especially in regions of gentle topogra-
phy, road construction was speeded up aston-
ishingly. In the province of Steiermark in less
than eight years Austria built about 1,500
miles of permanent truck roads. The French
province of Savoy built per year an average of
about 10 yards of permanent truck roads per
100 acres. Such an amount is proof enough
that not only Switzerland regards a permanent
road network as the basic condition for good
forestry.

The new technical possibilities of road con-
struction led to two quite separated proposals.

One proposal advocates the construc-
tion of cheap roads with primitive pavement,
arguing that little money will produce a large
amount of road miles. It is thought that higher
maintenance costs and later improvements
would easily be paid off by higher income at-
tributable to the roads. It should he pointed out
that such roads are initially planned and to a
certain degree are constructed with the aim of
converting them later to permanent roads with
a real pavement.

The other proposal advocates a sub-
stantial roadbed and a durable pavement that
needs less maintenance. About half of the new
roads in Savoy, France, have macadam pave-
ment. Forest roads with concrete pavement
are built in Germany. The chief reasons for
building such hard-surface roads is that the
earlier types of road surfaces were not suit-
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able for modern traffic conditions. As speed of
vehicles was increased, the road tread was de-
stroyed quickly, and erosion in both surface
and roadbed was the consequence. This pro-
posal thus follows the general development of
roads constructed to civil engineering stand-
ards. Today almost all roads, even those which
are quite unimportant, are built with a hard
surface. It is generally true that the most ex-
pensive part of any construction always counts
in long-run maintenance costs.

Cable Logging

The development of the skyline cable crane
of Jakob Wyssen in 1939 forms a third ele-
ment in modern logging techniques. The idea
quickly grew to great importance because for
the first time the connecting of two points by
cable was enlarged to the possibility of logging
strips on both sides of the skyline. Since then a
great many different systems have been de-
veloped. The newest trends are towards auto-
matically controlled trolleys, changes in the
direction of the skyline, improved braking sys-
tems, and radio-actuated donkeys and trolleys
with the aid of ultrasound waves (Ettlinger,
Germany) or short waves.

Discussion on cable crane systems has been
less concerned with technical details than with
the question of using them in planning to open
up mountainous forests. In fact, there is not
yet any substantial experience with cable
cranes in general and permanent use for open-
ing forests within a given district.

Besides the so-called large cable crane sys-
tems (up to one mile), smaller equipment for
hauling about 500 yards has been used increas-
ingly. The greatest problem with any cable
crane system under Alpine conditions where
clearcutting is not allowed, is installation costs.
With small outfits, an area of about 8 to 10
acres can be opened. The amount of felled
trees on such an area, say an average of 1,000
cubic feet, is comparatively small. Therefore,
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an outfit has to be designed to allow quick
change at low cost. Currently, the best avail-
able make of small type cable cranes may be
installed in 2 to 4 man-days and removed in 1
to 2 man-days. With such relatively low in-
stallation costs, the use of the cable cranes is
also economically justified for light thinning
operations.

The small type cable crane allows hauling
of logs uphill as well as downhill. Uphill haul-
ing is far simpler as it requires hooking the
log only on the front end and it may be skidded
half off the ground. The main line in this case
may be laid out close to the ground, saving in-
stallation costs. Transport capacity is about
the same as for a large type cable crane. Down-
hill transport is more costly, since the skyline
usually must be installed somewhat higher off
the ground and the log has to be hooked on at
both ends.

The general assumption in Switzerland
concerning logging methods is that roads will
remain the most important and best method
for opening stands. Their assets are obvious:
direct transport to the consumer or the selling
landing, unlimited posibilities for further and
detailed opening, unlimited use of any kind of
transport equipment.

In the long run, skyline cable cranes prob-
ably will be limited to localities where topo-
graphic conditions interpose severe obstacles
between the lorest and the general road sys-
tem. It may be assumed that roads in the fu-
ture will also form the basic forest manage-
ment network where the tendency is to en-
large distances between particular stretches
by use of skylines. It is also quite obvious that
to endure heavy truck traffic the main roads
have to be built with strong and durable pave-
ment. Secondary roads enlarge the radius of
action of such main roads but will be built
more cheaply, serving exclusively for part-
time use. In elevations where there is a persis-
tent snow cover for several months a year the
sled road will probably remain the cheapest
and most effective method of bringing out
timber.

For every forest management district it is
necessary to examine the most effective kind
of transportation system. Modern development
provides a broader choice of possibilities but
also demands more careful planning. This
must take into account not only the given topo-
graphic characteristics but also utilization of
tree species and the potential productivity of
the site.
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